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Dolls & Teddy Bears 

1. Celluloid nurse, 1920s, Japan, painted side-glancing eyes, moulded golden hair, jointed at shoulder, wearing home-made 
nurse's costume, some indents to body, stringing is loose, Good, 7"/18cm, within wooden box.  

 £15 - £25 

2. Kathe Kruse No.1 cloth doll, German, early 1920s, moulded cloth face, finely oil-painted eyes with radiating iris, painted 
hair, fixed head with neck seam, rear of head has three pate seams, muslin body, portraying a two to three year old child with 
very wide jointed hips, the torso comprises seven pieces of cloth and five pieces of cloth make the legs. The arms consist of 
two pieces of cloth, with fingers separately quilted, thumb separately sewn on (right thumb is missing). Nose is worn away, 
holes to forehead, paint is worn away, some repair and holes to cloth body/to seams, body is discoloured otherwise Fair to 
Good, with hand knitted clothing, remains of markings to sole of feet (indecipherable), 17"/43cm. 

 £80 - £120 

3. Sasha brunette vintage doll, brown eyes, coral lips, strung with brown elastic, some surface marks and scratches, Good. 

 £70 - £90 

4. W Speight Classic Dolls (Dewsbury) bisque shoulder head vintage doll, British, 1914-1918, impressed Classic English, 
fixed blue paperweight eyes, open mouth, brunette mohair wig, leatherette elongated body, composition lower arms (hands are 
missing), cloth lower legs, knee joints require repair, 22"/56cm. 

 £20 - £40 

5. Doll's / teddy bear's wooden upholstered chair, Good Plus to Excellent, 16"/41cm; plus two pairs of suede lace up shoes, 
also suitable for dolls / bears, Excellent; (3). 

 £5 - £15 

6. Giuliana Schlatter cloth dolls x three, Italian, with embroidered Firenze label to left leg, muslin cotton body, hand painted 
features, larger dolls have sisal hair (smaller doll has green felt hair, and is holding a green felt four leaf clover), unjointed, one 
is carrying pair of twin babies, original clothing, 15"/38cm and 10"/25cm; Good Plus to Excellent; (3). 

 £40 - £60 
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7. Steiff four vintage animals: (1) - (3) Walt Disney Perri squirrel, yellow tags 2040/22 (1968-1978), 2040/17 (1968-1980) and 
2040/12 (1968-1973), brown / white tipped mohair, sitting up, each with button, cloth tags, card chest tags and swing labels, 
8.75"/22cm, 6.75"/17cm and 4.75"/12cm; (4) Mockie hippopotamus, yellow tag 1120/14 (1975-1978), Trevira brown and golden 
velvet, standing, with button, cloth tag, swing label, 14cm; Excellent to Near Mint; (4). 

 £50 - £70 

8. Charlie Bears Lawrence, CB 614891, 2011-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige plush teddy bear 
with cream tip, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £40 

9. StrawBeary's Peanut artist designed teddy bear, by Jackie Eeles, OOAK, 1999, blonde mohair, black glass eyes, shaven 
muzzle, brown and cream vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, brown claw stitching, swing label, 
Excellent to Excellent Plus, 7"/18cm. 

 £15 - £25 

10. Steiff Original unicorn, yellow tag 0130/17 (1983-1984), USA Collector's Edition LE 2000, with button, cloth tag, card chest 
tag, swing label, white mohair, lying, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 6.75"/17cm. 

 £30 - £40 

11. Steiff Manschli panda bear, yellow tag 064821 (2005-2008), black and white plush, unjointed, seated, with chest tag 
(faded), swing label, Good Plus to Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £20 - £30 

12. Chad Valley musical vintage teddy bear, British, 1960s, label to side seam, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, integral key wound musical box plays Picnic Time For Teddy Bears, fully jointed, Rexine pads, plush is worn 
around key, otherwise Good, 14"/36cm. 

 £20 - £30 

13. Steiff Louis teddy bear, Club Edition 2012, white tag 421235, production limited to year, burgundy alpaca / cotton, with 
swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box; 14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 

14. Steiff Club Edition 2019 teddy bear, white tag 421549, LE 51/1250, cappuccino felt, adorned with a Swarovski crystal lizard, 
with swing labels (creased), certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box, 12.5"/31cm. 

 £40 - £50 

15. Charlie Bears Hickory mouse, CB 165133, especially produced for the 2016 Collectors Club, grey plush, with swing label 
certificate, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

16. Michel-Baren artist designed teddy bear by Michael Jordan (Germany), blonde with dark brown tip mohair, brown and black 
glass eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, wool felt pads, brown claw stitching, swing label certificate, tilt growler, 
Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £100 - £200 

17. All Bear Snowdrop artist designed teddy bear, by Paula Carter, OOAK, 2010, white curly mohair, black boot button eyes, 
green horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, wobble head, green cotton pads with beige floral print, with swing label certificate, 
Near Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £70 - £90 
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18. All Bear Phineas Bear, artist designed large teddy bear in the style of a clown, by Paula Carter, OOAK, 2007, golden, curly 
dark brown and cream mohair, green and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, 
black claw stitching, tilt growler, wearing ruff around neck, three buttons to chest, with swing label certificate (creased), Near 
Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £80 - £120 

19. Nadja Bears Lafayette artist designed teddy bear, by Nadia Jacobs (South of France), OOAK, 2015, exclusive to Silly 
Bears, grey mohair, black boot button eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, brushed cotton pads, black claw 
stitching, with swing label certificate, bear has been aged in the style of an old bear, wearing pale blue and white striped 
dungarees with sailor collar, Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £70 

20. Bears N' Company (Canada) Glynnis artist designed teddy bear, by Ingrid Norgaard-Schmid, LE 1/1, blonde sparse mohair, 
black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, cotton pads, black claw stitching, wearing tartan pinafore, green 
beret, cotton socks, leather shoes, leather peggy purse, vintage brooches, aged to resemble a vintage bear, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £80 - £120 

21. Memory Lane Bears Albert artist designed teddy bear by Sue Lain, OOAK, 1999, brass mohair, black glass eyes, brown 
horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, made to look similar to an antique bear, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £60 - £80 

22. Portobello Bear Company Darling Bobby large artist designed teddy bear by Amy Goodrich (UK), OOAK, exclusive for Bear 
Bottoms, 2002, blonde sparse mohair, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, wearing 
cream double breasted embroidered jacket, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £100 - £200 

23. Forget Me Not Uncle Dudley artist designed teddy bear, by Joy Wiltshire, exclusive for Teddy Bears of Witney, OOAK, 
golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, Rexine pads, forget-me-not 
embroidered to left foot pad, designed to have an aged appearance, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 16"/40cm. 

 £200 - £300 

24. Forget Me Not Thalia artist designed teddy bear, by Liz Wiltshire, OOAK, cream sparse mohair, black boot button eyes, 
brown horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, brown claw stitching, suedette pads, forget-me-not embroidered to left foot pad, 
designed to have an aged appearance, wearing brown silk dress, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint; 10"/26cm. 

 £150 - £240 

25. Pelham Puppets Bimbo clown marionette, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Fair Plus to Good yellow window box.  

 £25 - £35 

26. Pelham Puppets Claude display clown marionette, c 1975, composition head, black plastic eyes, articulated jaw, auburn 
woollen hair, multicoloured cotton shirt, woollen trousers, black hat, black composition boots, Good Plus to Excellent, 28"/71cm. 

 £80 - £120 

27. Charlie Bears 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part 
plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates (larger tag has staple 
attached), carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £35 - £45 
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28. Atlantic Bears blonde mohair artist designed teddy bear, black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt 
pads, black claw stitching, tilt growler, with swing label certificate (tape repair to top), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 23"/58cm. 

 £100 - £200 

29. Allbrit bisque doll, British, 1914-1918, impressed ALLBRIT C, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette mohair wig, 
composition and wood jointed body (some wear to toes and joints), wearing silk dress, cotton petticoat, 20"/51cm; within vintage 
leatherette suitcase. 

 £40 - £50 

30. Collection of teddy bear related books, magazines, catalogues, etc: Teddy's World / M de Vries; How to Make Enchanting 
Miniature Teddy Bears / Kelsing; Modern Soft Toy Making / Hutchings; Teddy Bears / Martin; Teddy Bear Tales / Hissey; The 
Teddy Bear Story / Keyes; The Ultimate Teddy Bear Sticker Album; The Beatrix Potter Toys and Designs Book / Claremont 
Warne; Making and Dressing Miniature Teddy Bears / Owen; Vectis Auctions catalogues; Hugglets magazines; Merrythought 
catalogues; Steiff Club magazines and catalogues; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

31. Collection of doll related books, magazines, catalogues, etc: Dolls and How to Make Them / Hutchings; Kestner King of 
Dollmakers / Foulke; Treasury of German Dolls Album I / Richter; Sensational '60s Doll album / Mandeville; Doll Classics / 
Foulke; A Century of Celluloid Dolls / Buchholz; The Jumeau Doll / Whitton; The Collector's Book of Dolls / Gerwat-Clark; 
Heirloom Knitting for Dolls / Hewitt; Magic of Character Dolls / Reinelt; Sewing Victorian Doll Clothes / Hamilton; Dolls 
Dressmaking / Carter; Simon & Halbig The Artful Aspect / Foulke; Pollock's Dictionary of English Dolls; The Ultimate Doll 
Sticker Book; Doll Millinery / Sitton; Knitting & Crochet for Antique Dolls Volume II 1898-1913; Knitting & Crochet for Antique 
Dolls Volume III 1914-1928; Collectible Dolls in National Costume / Axe; Hat Making for Dolls 1855-1916; Make Doll Shoes 
Workbook I / Alexander; House of Nisbet; House of Nisbet Dolls and Teddy Bears Handmade in England; Four x Nicola Dolls 
Dress Paper Patterns; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

32. Sasha Gregor vintage doll, brunette, some surface scratches, white and brown stringing, Good. 

 £80 - £100 

33. Wooden and wicker chairs, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, plus wicker crib and basket, largest 15"/38cm and smallest 
3"/8cm; Good to Excellent; (7). 

 £5 - £15 

34. Modern bisque dolls x eight, some boxed: Tete Jumeau replica, 28"/71cm; Treasured Dolls Heubach replica, by Jane 
Borthwick, 15"/38cm; JDK replica, 15"/38cm; plus Wupper; Ashton-Drake Knowles Snow White; Russ Little Women Amy; 
Ashton-Drake Little Bo Peep; Clown; Good to Near Mint; (8). 

 £10 - £30 

35. Modern bisque replica dolls x five, includes: Vernon Seeley, 24"/61cm; Kammer & Reinhardt Simon & Halbig 117 
reproduction, 24"/.61cm; plus others, these dolls are beautifully dressed; Excellent; (5). 

 £10 - £30 

36. Collection of dolls, some vintage, includes vinyl, cloth, composition and bisque, largest 23"/58cm and smallest 12"/30cm; 
Fair to Excellent; (6). 

 £10 - £30 
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37. Pair of vinyl dolls: (1) Gotz vinyl doll, incised E Luider to nape of neck, Good to Good Plus, 23.5"/60cm; (2) Jakks Pacific 
Kylie World Music Awards Poseable Figure, Mint, in Good sealed box; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

38. Collection of modern issue teddy bears, including; Golden Bear Jane Hissey's Old Bear, from Old Bear and Friends, with 
swing label, 15"/38cm; North American Bear Company Muffy Vanderbear All Spruced Up the Adirondack Collection Lulu teddy 
bear, with swing label, 8"/20cm; Russ Bears From the Past Stormy, with swing label; Russ Bear Essence Lavinia; Norfolk 
Lavender beanie bear; Boyds The Razz Bearies Cocoa Needasweet; TY poodle; Good to Near Mint; (7). 

 £20 - £30 

39. Pair Eastern European vintage teddy bears: (1) Golden artificial silk, brown and black glass eyes, inset short pile muzzle, 
black vertically stitched nose, open mouth with red felt lining and tongue, fully jointed, felt pads (right foot pad is darned), black 
claw stitching, partially operative tilt growler, 17"/43cm; (2) Blonde artificial silk, amber and black glass eyes, vertically stitched 
black nose, fully jointed, reverse cloth pads, inoperative press squeaker, 15"/38cm; Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

40. Artist designed teddy bears x three: (1) Lindora Bears AA teddy bear, by Elaine Atkins, OOAK, 1997, with sewn in cloth 
label, golden mohair, black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, leather pads, black claw stitching, dressed in 
AA uniform, 15"/38cm; (2) Mickey, by Elaine Lonsdale, amber and black glass eyes, shaven muzzle, black vertically stitched 
nose, fully jointed, felt pads, swing label certificate, 8.5"/22cm; (3) Linda's Teddy Bear Company Wally Bear, by Linda Mullins, 
LE 50/2500, 1999, golden mohair, black glass eyes, brown horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw 
stitching, with swing label certificate, signed on the right foot by Linda Mullins, mohair has been trimmed short underneath felt 
shirt, 9.5"/24cm; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

41. Collection of miniature teddy bears and animals, some are vintage, includes: Shanghai Toys; Elgate Products Cuggly 
Wugglies; Joshua Morris Publishing; Russ Tiny Town; etc; Good to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

42. Collection of dolls, china, some are vintage, etc: bisque dolls; miniature hard plastic child and baby figures; miniature 
books; doll's clothing; hard plastic black Winky doll; Price Brothers Duck (Sylvac style), green; Wade Whimtrays lion cub; doll 
stands; assorted doll's parasols; Gabrielle Designs Paddington Bear hand-made pattern for duffle coat and hat (taken from 
original sample); doll's wigs; etc; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

43. Assorted items, jewellery, china, teddy bear related, etc including: Hantel jointed teddy bear; dress jewellery with vintage 
doll and teddy bear related theme; Black Forest style "Grindelwald" wooden bear on stopper; antique miniature porcelain 
figures- elephants ridden by a boy and girl, no maker's marks, 2.75" tall; H Eldon Cabbage Patch Kids pair of hair slides; felt 
teddy bear brooch; Harrogate Cruse & Co The Three Bears bone china plate; miniature lustre ware teapot, sugar bowl and cup 
with saucer; Mishka bear keyring; Hong Kong plastic polar bear bank; Russ pair of plastic jointed teddy bears; teddy bear 
cardboard boxes; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

44. Collection of cloth dolls, plush lamb and cushions: three cloth rag dolls, 16.5"/42cm; Gund Anabella plush lamb, 14"/36cm; 
pair of teddy bear cushions; Good to Excellent; (6). 

 £10 - £15 

45. Collection of mainly TV and Film related plush toys: Warner Bros Gremlins; Gosh! Shrek; M & Ms; Little Monsters Grown 
Up Gabby; Big Headz Shrek; Tweenies; Popeye Olive Oyl; Mattel Fimbles; Tomy Teletubbies; Rastamouse; Corsa C'mon; 
Strawberry Shortcake; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 
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46. Merrythought collection of plush animals: dinosaur; dolphin; Humpty Dumpty; teddy bear; duckling; frog x 2; tortoise; 
hedgehog; puppy dog x 2; Fair Plus to Excellent; (11). 

 £5 - £15 

47. Hard Rock Cafe collectable plush teddy and beanie bears x fifteen; some have swing labels, Good to Excellent; (15). 

 £5 - £10 

48. Collection of Disney related plush toys, manufacturers include: The Disney Store, Playskool, Disneyland and others, some 
with swing labels, Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

49. Collection of vintage plush Disney, Warner Brothers and other plush TV & Film related characters, etc: Disney Store Stitch; 
Knickerbocker Disney Thumper, with swing label; Knickerbocker Disney Donald Duck; Disney Store Dopey nightdress case; 
Disney Store Beanie Mighty Joe Young; Warner Bros Studio Store Squeeze Me I Talk bean bags; etc; Good to Excellent Plus, 
untested; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

50. Collection of modern bisque dolls, includes K * R / Simon & Halbig 126 reproduction, signed 1999, 19"/48cm, plus others, 
Poor to Excellent (some with damage); (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

51. Pauline's modern bisque dolls x four, by Pauline Bjonnes-Jacobsen: swing labels for Janie, Kuly Emma, Eliza plus a 
certificate for Samantha; Good to Excellent Plus, largest 22"/56cm and smallest 12"/30cm; (4). 

 £5 - £10 

52. Collection of modern bisque dolls, including: The Hamilton Collection; Expressions Daddy's Boy by Diana Effner; Joyce C 
Wolf; NJSF; Z Clarke; plus others, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

53. Collection of modern and vintage vinyl dolls: Effanbee modern issue reproduction baby doll, with swing label; Mattel 
modern issue reproduction Tiny Tears; ASI Angela Simon; Heidi Ott; Corolle; Art Marca; etc; Good to Excellent; (qty).  

 £5 - £10 

54. Collection of modern bisque dolls, including: Knowles Little Florence Nightingale by Kathy Barry Hippensteel, 16"/40cm; 
The Doll Artworks Becky Thatcher, 32"/81cm; Bell Ceramics Inc Baby Pauli; Pauline; JDK reproduction; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £5 - £10 

55. Modern bisque dolls, including: Bru Jne reproduction, 20"/51cm; Thelma Resch Alice in Wonderland (finger missing), 
30"/76cm; Hanah Collectable; plus others, some with damage; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

56. Collection of vintage and modern vinyl, composition, hard plastic and cloth dolls: Roddy; Agrespoly; Cititoy; Triple M 
(MMM); Leonardo; Noddy; Betty Boots; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

57. Collection of modern bisque and vinyl dolls, includes Ashton-Drake; Hanah Collectable; Knightsbridge Collection; etc; plus 
some doll stands; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 
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58. Collection of modern bisque dolls, including: Diana Effner; Leonardo; Hamilton Collection; Alberon; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

59. Three modern cloth dolls: Seasons of Cannon Falls pair of felt drummer boy soldiers, largest 28"/71cm and smallest 
11"/28cm; large cloth rag doll, painted features, auburn mohair wig, 20"/51cm; large modern bisque doll, 31"/79cm; (4). 

 £5 - £10 

60. Collection of vintage dolls, includes: Parr's New Zealand Souvenirs Maori vinyl doll, boxed; Ceppi Ratti cloth doll with 
plastic face, boxed; Chantal Club vinyl doll, boxed; Ski Doll, sealed in factory plastic x 2; Anne Geddes Baby Butterflies, with 
swing label; TM Toys wind up musical Sleeping Fanny vinyl doll, boxed; Windel candy container doll; Vicma Patoso vinyl 
battery operated doll, with swing label and instructions; etc; Fair Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

61. Collection of novelty, costume and other dolls: Lady in the Tutti Frutti hat "Lembranca do Rio" topsy-turvy black hard plastic 
doll; pair of black ethnic cloth dolls; Feather Duster doll; Matryoshka wooden dolls; bisque clowns; pair of wooden doll perfume 
holders; Nottingham Lace vinyl doll; oriental dolls; Softoys Bea The Kitchen Witch cloth doll; etc; Fair Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

62. Collection of vintage vinyl dolls, includes: Bluebell doll, 1972, with original Roddy shoes and socks, within original trade 
carton, there is a note from IPC Magazines (doll was probably an offer / competition prize); Gotz; Peterkin; Crolly; etc; plus a 
quantity of clothing; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

63. Beauchamp Design glass display cabinet, free standing, with three removable glass shelves, mirrored base, mains 
powered with pair of lights within the roof, untested, lockable (with key), 31"/79cm x 12"/30cm x 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

64. Hermann-Spielwaren 1902-2002 Teddy Bear's Centennial The Teddy Bear on the Way of Time (100 Jahre Teddybar Der 
Teddybar im Wandel der Welt), Dekadenbaren complete set of ten, LE #43/100: (1) 1910, cinnamon plush mohair, with tilt 
growler,15"/38cm; (2) 1920, cream mohair, with tilt growler,12"/30cm; (3) 1930, brown with dark brown tip, with tilt growler, 
12"/30cm; (4) 1940, grey / green mohair, with tilt growler, 12"/30cm; (5) 1950, cinnamon artificial silk, tilt growler, 12"/30cm; (6) 
1960, brown and cream mohair, large areas of shedding to rear, 12"/30cm; (7) 1970, blonde plush, 12"/30cm; (8) 1980, brown 
mohair, 12"/30cm; (9) 1990, golden mohair, 12"/30cm; (10) 2000, red panda, dark brown, cinnamon and cream mohair, 
12"/30cm; each with swing label certificate, with booklet giving details of the set, silken cloth sewn-in labels are holed / 
shredding, some of the bears are shedding, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good; (10). 

 £60 - £80 

65. The Cotswold Bear Co pair of teddy bears: (1) Chocolate, from The Cub Collection, LE 8/100, dark brown alpaca / mohair, 
with swing label certificate, would benefit from cleaning, Good, 11"/28cm; (2) Charlie, Bears of Bourne Shop Exclusive, OOAK, 
brown with dark brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good, 
13"/33cm; both with carry bags; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

66. The Cotswold Bear Co pair of panda bears, from The Cub Collection: (1) Nero, LE 15/100, black / grey and cream with grey 
tip alpaca / mohair, with swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good, 8"/20cm; (2) 
Flynn, LE 32/100, black and blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor 
Plus to Good, 8"/20cm; both with carry bags (faded); (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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67. The Cotswold Bear Co Cranberry teddy bear, from The Flower Collection, LE 15/100, cinnamon with brown tip mohair, with 
swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent, carry bag, Good box, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

68. Merrythought pair of Cheeky teddy bears: (1) Cheeky Happy & Glorious musical teddy bear, in tribute to our gracious 
Queen's Coronation Jubilee (1953-2003), LE 96/500, golden mohair, key wound mechanism plays God Save Our Queen, with 
swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) Cheeky Chocolate Brownie, LE 36/100, brown with dark brown tip mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 14"/36cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

69. Merrythought pair of Punkie Cheeky teddy bears: (1) Punkie Marble Mix, LE 48/80, white mohair, with brown / dark brown 
tip top knot, leopard plush chest and inner ears, wool felt inset muzzle, swing label certificate, 8"/20cm; (2) Punkie Walnut  Whip, 
LE 17/50, cinnamon with frosted tip mohair, with brown dark brown tip top knot, light brown muzzle, chest, inner ears and feet, 
swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

70. Merrythought pair of teddy bears: (1) Birthday Wellington, LE 23/80, golden mohair, replicated from Merrythought's 1980's 
archive for their 80th birthday celebrations, with swing label certificate, 12"/30cm; (2) Ivory Bear, LE 83/750, white mohair, 
designed by Jacqueline Revitt, with swing label certificate, 19"/48cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus 
to Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

71. Merrythought pair of Alpha Farnell replica teddy bears: (1) Alpha Farnell replica, LE 94/500, black mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 18"/46cm; (2) Alpha Farnell Yes / No replica, LE 102/500, blonde mohair, head is operated by tail mechanism, with 
swing label certificate (faded), some shedding to legs, 15"/38cm; would benefit from cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE Poor Plus to 
Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

72. Steiner pair of teddy bears, artist designed by Antje Zahl: (1) Odin, LE 45/100, brass mohair, 15"/38cm; (2) Toby, LE 5/100, 
golden mohair, 7"/18cm; both with swing label certificates; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to 
Excellent, with pair of carry bags; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

73. Hermann-Spielwaren three teddy bears: (1) Lenti Teddy Bear's Centennial Hermann Annual Bear 2002, golden mohair, 
manufactured only in the year 2002, with swing label certificate, 15"/38cm; (2) Pisces Little Star Sign Bear, February 20- March 
20, golden mohair, swing label certificate, 10"26cm; (3) Hermann Jubilaums-Baren, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 
11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

74. German miniature teddy bears x four: (1) Hermann Teddy Original, LE 28/800, beige sparse mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 4.5"/11cm; (2) Steiff blue alpaca teddy bear, yellow tag 039171, chest tag and swing labels, 7"/18cm; (3) Hermann 
Teddy Original beige sparse mohair, wearing blue scarf, 2.5"/6cm; (4) Hermann Teddy Original blonde sparse mohair, wearing 
pink / beige knitted dress and lace bonnet, 3.5"/9cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent Plus; 
with a pair of drawstring cotton bags; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

75. Hermann Teddy Original Daumeling (thumb sucking) teddy bears x two, artist designed by Christine Steinbrenner: (1) 
blonde sparse mohair, LE 912/1000, wearing maroon and cream striped knitted cap, 7"/18cm; (2) blonde plush, LE 49/800, 
7.5"/19cm; both with swing label certificates, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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76. World of Miniature Bears x four teddy bears, plus one unidentified: (1) World of Miniature Bears Gebruder Bing Mini No 
Girder, LE 500, designed by Silvia Rohn, beige mohair, tail operated mechanism, with certificate and box, 3"/8cm; (2) World of 
Miniature Bears Waiting Patiently, designed by Theresa Young, larger golden mohair and smaller beige mohair bear, with 
certificate and box, 4.5"/12cm and 2.75"/7cm; (3) World of Miniature Bears Marvin, beige upholstery velvet, with box, 2.5"/6cm; 
(4) World of Miniature Bears Malcolm, by Stacy, pale blue mohair, with certificate and box, 2.5"/6cm; (5) World of Miniature 
Bears blonde mohair, unboxed, 3.5"/9cm; (6) grey upholstery velvet, unidentified, 2.5"/6cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit 
from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent Plus, Good boxes; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

77. Artist designed teddy bears x three: (1) Quarrington Bears Ying panda bear, artist designed by June Whitehead, black and 
blonde mohair, 11"/28cm; (2) Tanglewood Bears Benny teddy bear, OOAK, artist designed by Carol Martin, beige mohair, some 
areas of balding, 10"/25cm; (3) Carr Gate Bears Bracken teddy bear, artist designed by Jillian, dark brown real mink fur, some 
shedding, 8.5"/22cm; each with swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

78. Miniature artist designed teddy bears x four: (1) Honey Hill Bears Harvey, LE 4/20, brown with dark brown tip mohair, some 
surface damage to pads,  6"/15cm; (2) Ruben Bears Zurf, light brown and blonde with orange tip mohair, 5.5"/14cm; (3) Angels 
Collection Paciencia teddy bear, pink with brown tip, marabou feather wings, 5"/13cm; (4) Teslington Bears Sugar Dumplings 
Collection panda bear, brown with dark brown tip and blonde with brown tip mohair,  5"/13cm; each with swing label certificate, 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

79. Dean's Rag Book miniature teddy bears x three: (1) Mini Panda, black and white mohair, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Little Magnolia, 
blonde mohair, 4"/10cm; (3) Small Mini Panda, black and white mohair, 4"/10cm; Poor Plus to Excellent; MOTH DAMAGE 
would benefit from cleaning; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

80. Vintage plush pair: (1) Commonwealth Toy Co, Inc (Brooklyn, New York) Talking Executive teddy bear, with cloth label to 
side seam, cinnamon and white plush, integrally clothed in black and white cotton pinstripe suit, plastic disc eyes, unjointed, 
seated position, pull string to rear operates voice box- statements include- You've got what it takes, You're on your way to the 
top, You're one of a kind, You're a born leader, There's nothing you can't do (untested), 10"/25cm; (2) Beatrix Potter Tom Kitten, 
tabby plush, felt applied eyes, unjointed, blue felt outfit,  7"/18cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to 
Good; (2). 

 £5 - £15 

81. The Teddy Bear Orphanage Rinako artist designed teddy bear, by Mikako Nakagami (Japan), OOAK, 2002, brown with 
black tip mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, leather claws, with 
passport / certificates, comfort blanket, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

82. The Teddy Bear Orphanage Georgie artist designed teddy bear, by Lynette Kennedy (South Africa), LE 10/10, 2001, 
blonde mohair, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, with passport / 
certificates, comfort blanket, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £40 - £50 

83. Steiff Baby Alfonzo teddy bear, white tag 653773, LE 5000 pieces exclusive to Teddy Bears of Witney, red mohair, wearing 
pale apricot and cream silk trousers and jacket, certificate, Fair Plus, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, within Good 
box, outer trade carton; 9.5"/24cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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84. Steiff Harley-Davidson 100th Anniversary Bear, white tag 666476, LE 5000, golden mohair, complete with certificate, 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Fair to Fair Plus, Fair box, 16"/46cm. 

 £20 - £40 

85. Steiff Frederick Harrod's 2011 Christmas bear, white tag 664038, LE 1500, beige mohair with brown tip, with swing label, 
missing certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Fair Plus to Good, Good box, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

86. Steiff Teddy Bears of Witney Xenia, white tag 660467, LE 1500, exclusive for Teddy Bears of Witney, light blonde mohair, 
wearing peach silk ribbon and brooch depicting Alfonzo teddy bear, certificate, Poor Plus to Fair, MOTH DAMAGE would 
benefit from cleaning, within Fair box, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

87. Steiff pair: (1) Steiff British Collectors' 2004 caramel mohair teddy bear, white tag 661372, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, 
certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair, in Good box, 15"/38cm; (2) Steiff teddy bear, white 
tag 038266, limited edition of 2006 pieces, brown tipped alpaca teddy bear wearing dark tan leather collar with Steiff embossed 
buttons, chest tag, certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair, within Fair box, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

88. Steiff Henderson (Robert) teddy bear, exclusive for Teddy Bears of Witney, 1997, white tag 653780, LE 2000, MOTH 
DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair Plus, missing certificate, Good original box, 21.5"/65cm. 

 £30 - £40 

89. Steiff pair: (1) Steiff Leopold teddy bear, white tag 036958, LE 1500, 2011, cream mohair, replica of a design from 1912, 
chest tag, large areas of balding, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor, in Fair box, 15"/38cm; (2) Steiff Yes / No 
teddy bear, white tag 656569, LE 1500, blonde mohair, mechanism is operated by his tail, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from 
cleaning, Poor Plus to Good, with chest tag, missing certificate, Good box, 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

90. Steiff Harrods teddy bears, pair: (1) Harrods Musical Percy Bear, caramel mohair, 2003, LE 1500, white tag 661211, 
certificate, music box plays Strauss The Blue Danube, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus, within Good 
box, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Harrods 2010 teddy bear, white tag 663833, LE 1500, missing certificate and box, MOTH DAMAGE would 
benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair Plus, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

91. Steiff seven miniatures: (1) Lucy mouse, white tag 006630, LE 1500, 2017, grey / white alpaca, with swing label and 
certificate, 4.25"/11cm; (2) Winnie the Pooh Ornament, 2001, LE, white tag 680113, blonde mohair, certificate, box, 4.75"/12cm; 
(3) Cosy Friends keyring bear, yellow tag 110146, gold plush, chest tag, swing label, 4.25"/11cm; (4) Steiff Club bear 2004, blue 
mohair, chest tag, 4"/10cm; (5) grey wool felt keyring teddy bear, white tag 035449, LE 2000, 2012, with swing label, 4"/10cm; 
(6) Fruities Apple bear, yellow tag 028014, chest tag, swing labels, 7"/18cm; (7) black alpaca bear, yellow tag 039171, chest tag 
and swing label, 7"/18cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Good; (7). 

 £40 - £50 

92. Steiff three teddy bears: (1) Teddy Bears of Witney Exclusive Rattle Bear 1912 Replica, white tag 661815, LE 2000, 2005, 
white mohair, rattle is within his body, the very first rattle bear to be replicated by Steiff, Poor, complete with certificate and Near 
Mint box, outer trade carton, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Steiff Bert Event Bear 2014, white tag 421297, LE to the year of production, beige 
cotton / viscose, with chest tag, swing label, 8.5"/21cm; (3) Classic Teddy Bear, blonde alpaca, yellow tag 027741, chest tag, 
swing label, 7"/18cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Good; (7). 

 £40 - £50 
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93. Steiff pair: (1) British Collectors' 2001 brass mohair teddy bear, white tag 654992, limited edition of 4000 exclusive to the 
UK, chest tag (detached), certificate, missing box, 17.75"/45cm; (2) Coretto teddy bear, yellow tag 663581, chest tag, swing 
label, 12"/30cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Fair Plus, (2). 

 £30 - £40 

94. Steiff three teddy bears: (1) Leo, yellow tag 027611, beige / brown mohair, with chest tag, swing label, 9.5"/24cm; (2) 
Jumble, white tag 663703, LE 1500, shades of brown patchwork mohair, chest tag, 10"/16cm; (3) Polar Ted, yellow tag 010606, 
winter white plush, swing tag detached but present, 11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to 
Good; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

95. Steiff three teddy bears: (1) Classic golden teddy bear, yellow tag 039652, chest tag, swing label, 9.75"/25cm; (2) Teddy 
Bears of Witney George Bear, white tag 654749, LE 2000, inspired by St. George The Patriot Saint of England, golden mohair, 
missing certificate and embroidered drawstring bag, 12"/30cm; (3) Steiff Gallery 2001, white mohair, white tag 670756, LE 
2000, ceramic medallion, swing tag, 12"/30cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Fair Plus; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

96. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Enzo teddy bear, SJ 5122, 2012, LE 488/500, designed by Isabelle Lee, red mohair, with 
swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Fair to Good, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £25 - £35 

97. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Lili B teddy bear, SJ 4588, LE 179/500, 2010 UK Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
golden and blonde mohair, with swing label certificate (creased), MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, 
15"/39cm. 

 £20 - £30 

98. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Harmony panda bear, SJ 4679, LE 189/350, 2010 UK Exclusives, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, black mohair and grey with black tip mohair, with swing label certificate (discoloured), shedding- some areas of balding, 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

99. Charlie Bears pair of Minimo teddy bears: (1) Popcorn panda bear, Isabelle Minimo collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 
750/2000, cream and golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 8"/20cm; (2) Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Minimo Snippet 
teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013, MM 635214A, LE 726/2000, dark blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, 
6"/15cm; both have some shedding, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good; (2). 

 £20 - £40 

100. Charlie Bears Cutie Pie Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear (one of the angel/fairy Minimo set of four), LE 265/2000, 
2011, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown mohair, marabou feather wings, swing label certificate, mohair thinning on left leg, 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, 6.5"/17cm. 

 £30 - £40 

101. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Lina panda bear, IS 1005, designed by Isabelle Lee, with swing label certificate (discoloured 
and creased), rust and cream mohair, mohair is discoloured and thinning in places, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from 
cleaning, Good, 8"/20cm. 

 £20 - £30 
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102. Charlie Bears pair of Minimo teddy bears: (1) Scallywag Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, LE 200/2000, grey variegated mohair, with swing label certificate (discoloured / creased), 7.5"/19cm; (2) Midnight teddy 
bear, Isabelle Minimo collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 861/2000, dark blue mohair, with swing label certificate, 7"/18cm; 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £20 - £40 

103. Charlie Bears pair of Minimo teddy bears: (1) Toto panda bear, Isabelle Minimo collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
LE 197/2000, cream and green mohair, with swing label certificate (discoloured and creased), 8"/20cm; (2) Puddle teddy bear, 
Isabelle Minimo Collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 435/2000, pale green with darker tip mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 8"/20cm; both bears have thinning to mohair, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £20 - £40 

104. Charlie Bears pair of Minimo teddy bears: (1) Mini Muffin Isabelle Minimo panda bear, part of the "Pudding Collection", 
designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 914/2000, cinnamon and light brown tipped with dark brown mohair, with swing label certificate 
(creased), 7.5"/19cm; (2) Minimo bear, unidentified, 8"/20cm; both have some thinning to mohair, MOTH DAMAGE would 
benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £30 - £50 

105. Charlie Bears three mohair teddy bears: (1) Gulliver Isabelle Collection teddy bear, SJ 4624, LE 152/400, 2010 UK 
Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey / blonde and blonde with brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate (damaged- part 
is missing, badly discoloured), large areas of mohair bald to rear torso, 12"/30cm; (2) Merry penguin, CBK 655526, LE 
476/1200, 2015, grey and brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 5"/13cm; (3) Minty Isabelle Collection panda bear, 2012,  
SJ 5046, LE 143/500, designed by Isabelle Lee, pastel green and darker green mohair, with swing label certificate, 10"/27cm; 
MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Good Plus, (3). 

 £40 - £50 

106. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Soo Lee panda bear, CB 141496, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and grey plush with frosted 
tip, with swing labels (discoloured), 12"/30cm; (2) Joy panda bear, CB 094081A, 2009-2013, LE 3000, brown and light brown 
mink plush, swing labels, 11.5/29cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £30 - £40 

107. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Nina Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her 
face and ears is mohair), CB171785A, 2017, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde / golden / cream animal print plush and 
cream mohair, with swing label certificate (discoloured), 12"/30cm; (2) Hattie, CB614865, 2011-2015, LE 2500, cream and grey 
tipped plush teddy bear, tags (discoloured), 16"/41cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £30 - £40 

108. Kat's Originals Nico artist designed realistic bear, designed by Kat Michalski (USA), long pile brown curly mohair, black 
glass eyes with lids, needle felted wool muzzle, realistic resin sculpted nose, fully jointed, double neck joint, armature in arms 
for posing, natural paw pads, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, bald patch to right foot, Good, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

109. Barricane Bears Drew Easewell artist designed teddy bear, by Rachel Ward, OOAK, 2012, cinnamon mohair, black 
glass eyes, shaven muzzle, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, with swing label 
certificate, (discoloured), Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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110. Winter Bears pair of artist designed bears by Jacqueline Winter, both with cloth tags under right arm: (1) large brass 
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, shaven muzzle, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, leather pads, aged to 
resemble an old bear, 18"/46cm; (2) panda bear, blonde and black sparse pile mohair, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched 
nose, fully jointed, leather pads, aged to resemble an old bear, 14.5"/37cm; Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from 
cleaning, (2). 

 £40 - £60 

111. Mr Wockinfuss artist designed bears pair, by Angela Popay: (1) Midnight, OOAK, dark grey mohair, black glass eyes, 
varnished vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, neck has wobble neck, ultrasuede pads, black claw stitching, 12"/30cm; 
(2) Elijah, OOAK, golden mohair, black glass eyes, varnished brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, 
brown claw stitching, 8"/20cm; with swing label certificates, Good to Excellent; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 

112. Puzzle Bears artist designed three panda bears, by Anita Weller, largest 7"/18cm and smallest 4"/10cm; each with 
swing label certificate, Poor Plus to Fair Plus; areas of balding- MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, (3). 

 £30 - £40 

113. Artist designed plush teddy bears x four: (1) 21st Century Bears Sandy panda bear, by Stella Campbell, light brown 
and white plush, with swing label certificate (discoloured), 8.5"/22cm; (2) Robsbears Ashley, by R Humphrey, wine and beige 
plush, ears are loose, with swing label certificate, separate certificate, 9.5"/24cm; (3) & (4) Southsea Bears pair, by Diane Gale, 
Muffin and Aloha (2/3), with swing label certificates (discoloured); Fair to Good; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, 
(4). 

 £30 - £40 

114. Artist designed teddy bears x five: (1) Joxy Bears Esther miniature teddy bear, designed by Jo Symon, a Beach Gem, 
OOAK, blonde with black felt plush, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet foot pads, 
with swing label certificates, 4"/10cm; (2) Joxy Bears Charlie teddy bear, designed by Jo Symon, a Beach Gem, OOAK, white 
plush, felt pads, with swing label certificates, 10"/26cm; (3) Bearalicious Bears Candy teddy bear, by Sam, OOAK, long pile 
Araliaceous curly beige mohair, black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, felt foot pads, black claw stitching, 
swing label certificate, 12"/20cm; (4) Bradley Bears Kalusha teddy bear, designed by Michele Partridge, LE 3/5, beige long pile 
alpaca, blue and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched wax nose, fully jointed with wobble head, ultrasuede pads, areas are 
shedding- with bald patches, with swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; (5) Gill Gibson Mistletoe, OOAK, cream plush, black glass 
eyes, clay nose, fully jointed, wool foot pads, swing label certificate, 8"/20cm; Poor to Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit 
from cleaning, (5). 

 £40 - £50 

115. Artist designed teddy bears x three: (1) JRB Creations Seth teddy bear, designed by Jeannette Bashore, OOAK, 
shades of brown and cream alpaca / mohair, green and black glass eyes, brown horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, 
ultrasuede for pads, swing label certificates and separate certificate, 7"/18cm; (2) Fluffwees Rascal miniature teddy bear, 
designed by Janet Wilson, LE 4/12, brown mohair, swing label certificate, 5"/13cm; (3) P Bears Donny miniature teddy bear, 
designed by Patricia, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 4"/10cm; Fair Plus to Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit 
from cleaning, (3). 

 £25 - £35 

116. Artist designed teddy bears x four: (1) Samantha-Jane Fidel teddy bear, OOAK, Halloween witch, sparse thread mohair 
with brown backing, black glass eyes, vertically stitched brown nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, wearing green felt 
hat, with swing label certificate, 5.5"/14cm; (2) - (4) Mirkwood Bears cream sparse mohair, emerald green upholstery velvet and 
blonde upholstery velvet, some staining, average height 6"/15cm; Fair Plus to Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from 
cleaning, (4). 

 £25 - £35 
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117. Miniature artist designed teddy bears x three: (1) blonde mohair, black glass bead eyes, black stitched nose, fully 
jointed, aged to resemble an old bear, wearing pale blue muslin dress, 3.5"/9cm; (2) Country Lane Bears Hedgerow, designed 
by Caroline Leppan, golden mohair, black glass bead eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, wearing 
cream silk jacket, with swing label certificate, 4.5"/11cm; (3) Anabear golden upholstery velvet bear, with leather swing label 
dated 2004, black glass bead eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, leatherette pads, black claw stitching, wearing cotton 
dress with crocheted bodice, 4"/10cm; Fair Plus to Good Plus, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, (3). 

 £30 - £40 

118. Teddy Bears of Witney Favourites pair: (1) Quincy by Teddy Bears of Witney artist bear, limited to 250, made in the 
style of a 1940s/1950s Chiltern, golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched hook nose, fully jointed, 
felt pads, dressed in polka dot blue and white clown romper suit (faded and discoloured), press squeaker, with card swing label, 
Fair Plus to Good, within Good box, 12"/30cm; (2) Teddy Bears of Witney 2006 teddy bear, LE, this is the first of a series of 
annual bears specially created for Teddy Bears of Witney. Witney 2006 Bear is made of gold mohair with glass eyes, a waxed 
thread nose and leather paws in the style of English bears of the late 1940s. He has been gently and sympathetically aged, with 
chest tag, squeaker, Good, 10"/25cm; both bears have MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, (2). 

 £20 - £30 

119. Merrythought and Steiff teddy bears pair: (1) Merrythought Punkie Finley, LE 72/80, golden and blonde mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; (2) Steiff Harrods 2007 year teddy bear, white tag 662751, brown alpaca, areas of balding,  
jacket has damage to the navy lining, 13"/33cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

120. Artist designed miniature teddy bears x six: (1) Penny Lane Fizz teddy bear, designed by Jacqueline, OOAK, beige and 
pink cashmere velvet, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 3.5"/9cm; (2) Laurie Lou 
Bears Basil teddy bears, designed by Laurie Wicks, beige cashmere velvet, with swing label certificate, 4.5"/12cm; (3) Myrtle 
Miniatures Horatio teddy bear, OOAK, designed by Samantha Potter, black onyx bead eyes, blue stitched nose, fully jointed, 
pale blue, pink and beige cashmere, with swing label certificate, 4"/10cm; (4) Fairy Folk Bears beige and pink alpaca teddy 
bear, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, with swing label certificate, some areas of 
balding, 5"/13cm; (5) pale blue cashmere teddy bear, 3"/8cm; (6) brown cashmere teddy bear, 4"/10cm; Poor Plus to Good 
Plus; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (6). 

 £30 - £50 

121. Artist designed teddy bears x four: (1) Hovvigs Archer, designed by Yvonne Graubek (Denmark), OOAK, golden 
mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, leather pads, areas of balding, with swing label certificate (discoloured), 7.5"/19cm; (2) 
Queen Bears Pudding panda bear, LE 3/6, designed by Sharon Queen, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, cream and 
brown alpaca, fully jointed, felt pads, areas of balding, with swing label certificate discoloured- corner missing, 8"/20cm; (3) KM 
Bears Cassia, designed by Kerren Morris, light brown alpaca, areas of balding, with swing label certificate, 6"/15cm; (4) brown 
mohair bear, unidentified, 6"/15cm; Poor to Fair Plus;  MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

122. German miniature teddy bears x five, mainly mohair, includes: Teddy-Hermann and Hermann Teddy Original; largest 
5.25"/13cm and smallest 2.5"/6cm; some loss of mohair, Fair to Good; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

123. Artist designed teddy bears, pair: (1) Kat's Originals blonde, light brown and purple mohair teddy bear, cloth label to 
rear seam, some shedding / areas of baldness, 17"/43cm; (2) Valewood Bears golden mohair teddy bear, cloth label to rear 
seam, some loss of mohair / bald patches, 14"/36cm; Fair Plus to Good; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (2). 

 £20 - £30 
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124. Artist designed teddy bears x three: (1) Sheri's Originals cinnamon mohair teddy bear, black glass eyes, fully jointed, 
with swing label, 10"/25cm; (2) Brendan's Bears Golden Scholar teddy bear, golden mohair, fully jointed, with swing labels, 
11"/28cm; (3) Juddbear Bojangles teddy bear, by Judith Driscoll, OOAK, red mohair, fully jointed, with separate certificate, 
12"/30cm; each of these bears has areas of balding, Fair to Good, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

125. Dean's Rag Book five mini mohair teddy bears, LE 500: (1) Chinese Gooseberry panda bear, by Faith Jenkins; (2) 
Spotted Dick teddy bear, by Janet Clark; (3) Raspberry Sorbet teddy bear, by Janet Clark; (4) Sam Sock, by Stefanie Thomas, 
(5) Panda Bear, blonde and black; 1-4 have certificates, all are shedding and balding in places, Poor Plus to Fair Plus; MOTH 
DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

126. Chad Valley golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched 
coal nose, fully jointed, inoperative tilt growler, remains of Rexine pads (only backing cloth remains- some small holes), 
extensively MOTH damaged and dirty, large areas of shedding / balding, requires cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair, 19"/48cm. 

 £15 - £25 

127. Steiff Pom Pom Pet vintage raven, yellow tag 7430/08, 1968-1974, with button and cloth tag, black / dark blue wool, 
black and white plastic eyes, plastic legs and feet, felt beak and tail feathers, head swivels, Good Plus, 2.25"/6cm. 

 £15 - £25 

128. Mamas and Papas Traditional Toys large modern plush horse on wooden bow rockers, with swing label, amber and 
black plastic eyes, wooden muzzle and hooves, plush mane and tail, leatherette saddle and bridle, seated on wooden bow 
rockers, stirrup leather requires re-attaching to saddle, otherwise Good to Excellent, 38.5"/98cm tall x 55"/140cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

129. Sasha blonde doll, with wrist tag, strung with white and brown elastic, Excellent, within Trendon Sasha Blonde 
Gingham Fair box. 

 £80 - £120 

130. Gotz Sasha Julia baby doll, with swing label, wrist tag, Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

131. Madame Alexander pair of dolls: (1) Pollyanna hard plastic doll, style 46450, introduced 2007, with swing label, 
Excellent Plus, within Good Plus box, 8"/20cm; (2) Puddin vinyl doll, with swing label, Good Plus, 21"/53cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

132. Hard plastic and vinyl six x vintage dolls: (1) SGDG (France) hard plastic musical baby doll pram / baby toy, integral 
key wound mechanism plays The Blue Danube, cloth body covered in artificial silk plush (faded), can be suspended by ribbon, 
hard plastic hands, 8"/20cm; (2) Roddy hard plastic baby doll, 10"/25cm; (3) hard plastic walking doll, 16"/40cm; (4) Pedigree 
hard plastic doll, 16"/41cm; (5) Rosebud vinyl baby doll, 18"/46cm; (6) Mormit Marie-Lou early rubber doll, British, 1940s/1950s, 
16"/41cm; Fair to Good; (6). 

 £30 - £40 
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133. Black vintage dolls, pair: (1) Pedigree Delite hard plastic doll, British, 1950s, amber flirty eyes, black astrakhan hair, 
ribbon to top knot, fully jointed, scratch to face, lashes mostly worn away, wearing dress with Pedigree label, all in one 
undergarment, clothing yellowed, Good, 19"/48cm; (2) composition baby doll, painted eyes, moulded hair, five piece curved 
limb body, some damage- missing finger and chip to neck socket, Fair Plus, 17"/43cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

134. Minerva (Buschow & Beck) vintage celluloid girl doll, German, embossed to nape of neck helmet mark No 4 30, painted 
brown eyes, dark blonde mohair wig, fully jointed cloth body, celluloid hands, wearing provincial style costume, 13"/33cm. NB: 
See A Century of Celluloid Dolls by Shirley Buchholz, pages 84 and 85. 

 £30 - £40 

135. Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 8, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, moulded hair, five piece jointed cloth body, celluloid hands, wearing white work Christening robe, sateen bonnet, muslin 
underpants, woollen and cotton undergarments, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

136. Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 5K, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body (many fingers are missing), wearing Rayon dress (some holes), 
17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

137. Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 3, weighted blue eyes, closed 
mouth, moulded hair, five piece cotton cloth jointed body, celluloid hands, wearing white work cotton robe and bonnet, woollen 
underwear, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

138. Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 3K, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing pale green crepe dress and undergarments, cotton 
winceyette jacket and bonnet, outfit is hand embroidered with blanket stitch edging, chain stitch flowers and French knots, 
14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

139. Gebruder Heubach bisque character baby doll, German, impressed 6896 2/0, stamped 22 in green ink, intaglio blue 
eyes, closed mouth, moulded painted brunette hair, five piece curved limb composition body, stringing is loose, 10"/26cm. 

 £35 - £45 

140. German bisque dolls pair: (1) JD Kester jr shoulder head bisque character doll, c1915, impressed 210, stationary eyes, 
open/closed mouth, moulded painted hair, leatherette body with jointed hips, inoperative voice box, composition and wood ball 
jointed arms, hairline crack across bridge of nose and corners of both eyes, rear of head is damaged and glued, finger tips 
missing, wearing white work cotton clothing, 14.5"/37cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, 
impressed AM 351 / 3K, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, hairline crack 
to top of head, two fingers missing, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

141. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * 
R Simon & Halbig 126 24, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, 
white work cotton multi-layered clothing, 9.25"/24cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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142. Armand Marseille bisque child doll, German, 1912, impressed 390n DRGM 246/1 A 11 M, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body with jointed wrists, wearing white work dress and petticoat, 
27"/69cm. 

 £80 - £100 

143. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c1926, impressed 390 A 6 1/2 M, brown weighted eyes, mohair lashes, open 
mouth, wood and composition ball jointed body, auburn wig and pate, 24"/61cm. 

 £40 - £60 

144. Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth/Cramer & Heron bisque character baby, German, 1920, impressed PM 914 2, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn mohair wig and pate, composition five piece curved limb body, wearing white work 
cotton Christening robe and multi-layered under clothing, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £50 

145. German bisque dolls x three: (1) Kammer & Reinhardt / Simon & Halbig character doll, impressed K * R 122 28, c1912, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth with tremble tongue, composition and wood ball jointed body, dark blonde wig and pate, 
hairline cracks to right of face and forehead, toes are chipped, wearing white work Christening gown, 15"/38cm; (2) Armand 
Marseille 1897, impressed 1897 3/0, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, damage / repair to top of wig rim, composition and wood 
jointed body, 12"/30cm; (3) Einco (stamped in red to rear of head EINCO), weighted blue eyes, open mouth, composition and 
wood ball jointed body, head is cracked and repaired, 17"/43cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

146. JD Kestner jnr Hilda bisque rare character doll, German, c1914, impressed H 12 245 1914 Hilda, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, composition five piece curved limb body, cracked and repaired / repainted, wearing cotton white work dress, 
16"/41cm. 

 £100 - £200 

147. Bahr & Proschild bisque doll, German, circa 1892, impressed 289 DEP, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears (slight chip to right piercing), blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body with jointed wrists, wearing 
original red and cream muslin dress, socks and brown leather shoes, 17"/43cm. 

 £70 - £90 

148. German bisque dolls pair: (1) Armand Marseille bisque shoulder head doll, c1900, impressed 370 AM 2/0 DEP, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, leatherette body, composition lower arms and legs, fingertips are 
missing / chipped, wig rim pull, 18"/46cm; (2) Ernst Heubach bisque child shoulder head doll, c1890, impressed 275, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, leatherette body with bisque lower arms (missing thumb on right hand), repair to shoulder plate, 
18"/46cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

149. SFBJ bisque character baby doll, French, c1910, impressed 236 8, with open/closed mouth, weighted brown eyes, 
brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton white work dress, bonnet and undergarments, 
16.5"/42cm. 

 £100 - £140 

150. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c1926, impressed 390 A 1 M, blue weighted eyes (fixing is loose- require 
re-setting), mohair lashes, open mouth, wood and composition ball jointed body, brunette mohair wig and pate, wearing green 
and white gingham cotton dress, toes and heels are rubbed, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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151. SFBJ French bisque vintage doll, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 2/0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig 
and pate, composition five piece body, wearing blue and white striped cotton dress, white work cotton undergarment, cotton 
socks, blue cotton vintage size 3 shoes, 15.5"/39cm. 

 £40 - £60 

152. SFBJ French bisque vintage dolls pair, 1920s, each impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS, larger has weighted blue eyes, 
smaller with blue fixed eyes, each has open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, larger wearing 
original cotton and silk clothing, smaller wearing original black velvet and lace costume, bisque is grainy, 13"/33cm and 
11"/28cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

153. Armand Marseille Princess doll, German, c 1900, impressed 29 Princess 1, weighted blue eyes, eye brows are 
textured and glazed, open mouth, auburn wig, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing white work dress, lace bonnet 
and cotton undergarments, sole of right foot is spilt and coming away from foot, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

154. Alt, Beck & Gottschalck large bisque character doll, German, circa 1912, impressed 1361 62, weighted brown eyes, 
pierced nostrils, open mouth with two top teeth, five piece curved limb composition body, chip to lower right eye lid, slight 
hairline crack from corner of right eye to bridge of nose, 24"/61cm. 

 £60 - £80 

155. Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth/Cramer & Heron bisque character baby, German, 1920, impressed PM 914 9, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition five piece curved limb body, wearing white work cotton 
dress, knitted undergarment, small wig pull to forehead, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

156. German bisque dolls pair: (1) F & W Goebel bisque doll, German, 1921 - 32, impressed 120 6, with open mouth (some 
teeth missing), weighted blue glass eyes, auburn wig, composition and wood ball jointed body (repair to hands and feet), 
wearing white work cotton dress and undergarments, 21"/54cm; (2) Armand Marseille Princess doll, German, c 1900, 
impressed 29 Princess 1, weighted blue eyes, eye brows are textured and glazed, open mouth, composition and wood ball 
jointed body, wearing white work dress and cotton undergarments, head extensively cracked, some fingers missing, 23"/59cm; 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 

157. F & W Goebel bisque character doll, German, c1914, impressed 8420 1 with square, weighted blue eyes, closed 
mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, fingers and toes are chipped, wearing cotton white work dress 
and undergarments, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

158. French bisque dolls pair: (1) Damerval Freres & Laffranchy bisque doll, 1910-1917, impressed Montreuil France DL 12, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig, five piece composition body, wearing silk and lace dress, cotton and woollen 
undergarments, bisque is grainy, 16"/41cm; (2) SFBJ 60, impressed 1 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, composition and 
wood jointed body, wearing white work dress and cotton undergarments, chip to left eye lower rim, 18"/46cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

159. Lanternier bisque doll, French, c1920, impressed Petit Francaise, J V anchor 9D, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, 
brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body (red stamp to rear torso), pale violet silk floral dress and matching 
bonnet, with woollen and cotton undergarments, three firing specks to nose, 23"/59cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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160. German bisque dolls x three: (1) Cuno & Otto Dressel/Simon & Halbig Jutta bisque character baby doll, German, 1914, 
impressed 6 Jutta 1914 10, blue weighted flirty eyes, open mouth (MISSING tremble tongue), seven piece bent limb 
composition and wood body (jointed at wrists), head is cracked / repaired, dressed in long white work Christening robe, 
17"/43cm; (2) Catterfelder Puppenfabrik, impressed 9 1/2 No 2 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, head 
cracked and repaired, wood and composition body- legs are modern replacements, 19"/48cm; (3) bisque doll, cracked and 
repaired, composition and wood ball jointed body (modern replacement hands), 16.5"/42cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

161. Armand Marseille bisque character baby doll (for Geo. Borgfeldt & Co), German, c1913, impressed G 327 B A 10 M, 
blue weighted eyes, open mouth, brunette wig, five piece curved limb body, wearing white work Christening robe, two small wig 
rim pulls, rubs to cheeks; 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

162. Ernst Heubach German bisque dolls pair: (1) c.1914, impressed 267 6 0, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, five piece 
curved limb composition body, two fingers missing from right hand, 11"/28cm; (2) c.1920, impressed 320 3/0, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, dark blonde wig, five piece toddler composition body, repair to left ankle, 14"/36cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

163. German bisque dolls x three: (1) J D Kestner jnr for Catterfelder Puppenfabrik character baby bisque doll, impressed 
CP 263 52, c1916, weighted blue eyes, open mouth with tremble tongue, five piece curved limb composition body, head 
extensively cracked / repaired, 23"/59cm; (2) Armand Marseille Queen Louise bisque doll, c1910, impressed 288 7 Queen 
Louise, weighted brown eyes (detached - one is missing), mohair brows are missing, open mouth, auburn mohair wig and pate, 
composition and wood ball jointed body, finger missing from left hand, 22"/56cm; (3) Kammer & Reinhardt Simon & Halbig child 
doll, eyes are missing, pierced ears, open mouth, composition and wood ball jointed body, head is cracked / repaired, 
15.5"/40cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

164. Jumeau DEP bisque doll, 1899-on, head possibly by Simon & Halbig, impressed DEP (number is indistinct), weighted 
blue eyes and mohair lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, composition and wood ball jointed body, inoperative side mounted tilt 
voice box, feet are impressed 6 oo 7, head is cracked / repaired, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £30 - £40 

165. Bahr & Proschild bisque shoulder head doll, German, 1893, impressed 309 7, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde 
mohair wig and pate, kid leather body, jointed at hip, composition lower limbs, lower limbs have some wear / cracks, white 
cotton dress, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £60 - £80 

166. German bisque dolls pair: (1) Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll, c1909, impressed S*PB H 1909 2 1/2, now fixed 
blue eyes, open mouth, brunette mohair wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, hairline crack to rear of head 
extending to right cheek, toes are worn with some cracks to feet, 19"/48cm; (2) Max Handwerck bisque child doll, impressed 2 
1/2, now fixed blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, rear of head cracked / 
repaired, finger missing on right hand, big toe chipped on left foot, wearing lace and sateen dress, woollen bonnet with lace 
trim, cotton / tulle / silk underwear, 22.5"/56cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

167. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, impressed 996, A 7 M, weighted blue eyes, mohair lashes, open mouth, 
pierced nostrils, open mouth with tremble tongue (tooth is missing), blonde wig, five piece curved limb composition body, 
fingers and toes chipped, wearing hand knitted outfit, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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168. Collection of modern bisque dolls, includes: Kammer & Reinhardt 117 reproduction; Franklin Mint Heirloom Dolls; 
Heritage Mint; Leonardo; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (15). 

 £5 - £15 

169. Four vintage cloth and composition dolls: (1) moulded cloth over composition doll, Snow White type, side glancing blue 
painted eyes, black wig, jointed five piece brushed cotton body, wearing muslin clothing, black felt shoes, 16"/41cm; (2) 
composition shoulder head black doll, side glancing painted brown eyes, black wig, large metal hoop earrings, five piece wire 
joined cloth body, wearing felt clothing, comes in original box- BASE ONLY!, 9.5"/24cm; (3) Norah Wellings velveteen SS 
Richelieu sailor doll, label to sole of left foot, 7"/18cm; (4) Norah Wellings South Sea Islander doll, velveteen cloth, brown and 
black side-glancing glass eyes, astrakhan woollen wig, TORSO ONLY IS ORIGINAL, replacement red and white nightdress 
case lower body, 20"/51cm; Fair to Good Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

170. Collection of celluloid, hard plastic and vinyl dolls, mainly vintage, includes: Peticolin (France) celluloid doll, painted 
features, auburn wig, five piece jointed body, 13"/33cm; Madame Alexander (USA) hard plastic teenage walking doll, 17"/43cm; 
Pedigree hard plastic doll, in original clothing, 10"/25cm; Kader OK (Japan) hard plastic baby doll, 19"/48cm; Madame 
Alexander Classics Happy Birthday hard plastic doll, with swing label and box, 7.5"/19cm; Jesco Cameo vinyl Kewpie doll, with 
swing label, 14.5"/37cm; Pedigree early rubbery vinyl doll; Madame Alexander vinyl baby doll; etc; Fair to Excellent Plus; (12). 

 £50 - £70 

171. Composition vintage dolls x six, includes: pair of Rosebud baby dolls; Pedigree baby doll; black baby doll; large 
shoulder head doll, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, cloth body and composition lower limbs; Fair to Good, largest 26"/66cm 
and smallest 8.5"/22cm; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

172. J D Kestner jnr bisque shoulder head doll, German, c1885, impressed 8 148, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, kid 
leather body with bisque lower arms and cloth lower legs, repairs to fingers, body is repaired / re-stitched in many places, 
20"/51cm. 

 £70 - £90 

173. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c.1925, impressed 990 A 7 M, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig 
and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing white work Christening robe, woollen and cotton undergarments, 
19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

174. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * 
R Simon & Halbig 126 46, naughty brown eyes, open mouth, tremble tongue, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb 
composition body, tilt mama voice box, 19"/48cm. NB "Naughty eyes allowed the dolls eyes to remain open even when laid flat, 
when the head is turned to the right a weighted pin prevents the eyes from closing, when turned to the left the pin releases and 
the eyes close changing from "Naughty" to "Good". 

 £70 - £90 

175. Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth/Cramer & Heron bisque character baby, German, 1920, impressed PM 914 9, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, composition five piece curved limb body, wearing white work cotton Christening robe and 
multi-layered under clothing, fingers and toes have repainting / restoration, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

176. German bisque dolls, a pair: (1) DEP, impressed 1909, R 5/0 A, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde mohair wig 
and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, 14"/36cm; (2) Armand Marseille, impressed 390 8/0, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, 10"/25cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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177. Gebruder Kuhnlenz bisque doll, German, c1900, impressed 28,5 Gbr 165 K 6, weighted blue eyes, mohair lashes, 
open mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, 20"/51cm. 

 £60 - £80 

178. French bisque doll (probably Lanternier), impressed Limoges FRANCE 8, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, composition and wood ball jointed body, eyes are loose- require resetting, tiny chips to lower lip, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

179. German bisque dolls pair: (1) Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque character doll, circa 1912, impressed 1361 50, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, cracked / repaired, 20"/51cm; (2) unmarked character baby, 
impressed Germany, weighted brown eyes, eyebrows are crudely painted, facial colouring is uneven, five piece curved limb 
composition body, 21"/53cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

180. Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1900, impressed 62, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, impressed 62, 
composition and wood ball jointed body, 22"/56cm. 

 £80 - £120 

181. Simon & Halbig / Kammer & Reinhardt bisque shoulder head doll, German, c1900, impressed SIMON & HALBIG K * r 
14, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, looking slightly to the left, cloth body, composition lower limbs, hairline crack 
to rear shoulder plate, extends diagonally 3" from lower left hand edge upwards toward neck, some repairs / replacement 
sections to cloth body, score mark to bisque from time of manufacture, runs parallel to right hand edge of front shoulder plate 
(this is not a crack- as glaze is over the top), left hand has damage / loss to fingers and tips, toes are chipped, 26"/66cm. 

 £120 - £180 

182. German china head doll, c1880, blue painted eyes and features, black painted moulded hair, cloth body, bisque lower 
arms, china moulded lower legs with heeled shoes, some repairs to body, wearing pink rosebud print cotton dress, white work 
pantaloons and underskirt, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

183. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c1926, impressed A 15 M 15, brown weighted eyes, open mouth, wood and 
composition ball jointed body, blonde mohair wig and pate, wearing white work cotton dress and undergarments, 32"/81cm. 

 £160 - £200 

184. Simon & Halbig / Kammer & Reinhardt bisque child doll, German, c1910, impressed SIMON & HALBIG K * R 66, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, pierced ears, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing sateen 
and lace dress, bonnet, white work cotton undergarments, left ear has piece missing- this is a factory error as the original glaze 
extends over, finger missing on right hand, fingers and toes are rubbed, 27"/68cm. 

 £200 - £300 

185. Max Handwerck / F&W Goebel Bebe Elite bisque doll, German, c1900, impressed Max Handwerck Bebe Elite 286 / 7 
1/4, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing cream woollen dress, with 
cotton white work undergarments, some wear and repainting to hands and feet, 25"/64cm. 

 £130 - £150 

186. JD Kestner jnr bisque doll, German, c1897, impressed 136 14, brown weighted eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing cotton white work broderie anglaise dress, cotton and 
woollen undergarments, tiny chips to ear piercings, body worn in places- repair to right calf, 26"/66cm. 

 £200 - £300 
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187. JD Kestner jnr bisque doll, German, c1900, impressed 171 14 1/2, brown weighted eyes, open mouth, brunette wig 
and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing cotton white work broderie anglaise dress, cotton undergarments, 
26"/66cm. 

 £200 - £300 

188. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * 
R Simon & Halbig 126 56, naughty blue eyes, open mouth, tremble tongue, strawberry blonde wig and pate, five piece curved 
limb composition body, wearing pink rayon dress, coatee and bonnet, cotton undergarments, left knee has composition missing, 
22"/56cm. NB "Naughty eyes allowed the dolls eyes to remain open even when laid flat, when the head is turned to the right a 
weighted pin prevents the eyes from closing, when turned to the left the pin releases and the eyes close changing from 
"Naughty" to "Good". 

 £80 - £100 

189. JD Kestner jnr bisque character child vintage doll, German, circa 1916, impressed JDK 257 31, weighted brown eyes, 
open mouth, five piece curved limb body, wearing ecru cotton rompers, edged with hand crochet lace, firing spot to chin, 
12"/31cm. 

 £130 - £150 

190. Armand Marseille brown bisque doll, German, c1894, impressed 1894, AM DEP 7 / 0, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, 
black wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing brushed cotton dress, white cotton underwear, 10"/26cm. 

 £70 - £90 

191. Bahr & Proschild bisque character child, German, c1910, impressed crossed swords B & P 627 2 / 0, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, dimples, black wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, tiny chip to right lower eye rim, 
wearing broderie anglaise dress, cotton knit cardigan, crochet bonnet, cotton undergarments, 10"/25cm. 

 £70 - £90 

192. Mon Cherie bisque doll, French, c.1915, impressed MON CHERIE LJ PARIS 10, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, tiny chip to neck socket, fingers and toes chipped, / repainted, 
wearing multi layered white work cotton clothing, 25"/64cm. 

 £120 - £140 

193. Cuno & Otto Dressel / Simon & Halbig Jutta bisque vintage doll, German, c1910, impressed 1349 Jutta S & H 11, 
weighted blue eyes, mohair lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, brunette wig, wood and composition ball jointed body, wearing 
white work cotton dress, cotton undergarments, 23"/58cm. 

 £200 - £260 

194. Shoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll, German, c1925, impressed S PB H 914 11, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, dressed in cotton white work dress, cotton undergarments, 
28"/71cm. 

 £180 - £220 

195. German bisque shoulder head doll, c1900, impressed 10 SH 4, head turned slightly to the right, blue glass eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, auburn wig and pate, kid leather body with cloth torso and feet (requires repair- fragile with tape repairs), 
bisque lower arms, violet and cream check cotton dress, cotton undergarments, 15"/38cm. 

 £70 - £90 

196. Heinrich Handwerck bisque child doll, German, c1900, impressed 109 7 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, fingers on left hand damaged / restored, 15"/38cm. 

 £80 - £100 
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197. DEP walking bisque doll (head possibly by Simon & Halbig), c1900, impressed DEP 2, weighted brown eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, dark blonde wig and pate, composition and wood walking body, right upper arm is replacement, spring / 
walking mechanism is restored / replaced, arm stringing is tight, wearing woollen dress and cotton undergarments, 14"/36cm. 

 £70 - £100 

198. French DEP bisque walking doll, c1900, impressed DEP 7, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, composition and 
wood walking body, fingers and toes chipped, wearing peach silk and lace dress, cotton undergarments, 19"/48cm. 

 £150 - £200 

199. SFBJ DEP bisque walking doll, French, c1900, impressed DEPOSE SFBJ 9, flirty blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
composition and wood walking body, crack to forehead, toes have restoration, wearing green / blue floral print cotton dress, 
with white work cotton pinafore, dark green sateen bonnet, cotton undergarments, 23"/59cm. 

 £80 - £120 

200. JD Kestner shoulder head bisque doll, German, c1897, impressed 11 147, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette 
wig and pate, kid leather body, bisque lower arms (finger missing from right hand), replacement cloth lower legs, body is 
damage / repaired, white work cotton dress, cotton multi-layered undergarments, leather shoes, 25"/64cm. 

 £130 - £160 

201. SFBJ bisque doll, French, c1910, impressed SFBJ 301 PARIS 10, blue weighted eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body (incised 10, with red, white and blue SFBJ FABRICATION 
FRANCAISE sticker to rear torso), wearing cotton white work dress and undergarments, woollen coat trimmed with silk, cotton 
bonnet, black leatherette shoes, 22"/56cm. 

 £140 - £220 

202. German bisque antique / vintage dolls x four: (1) shoulder head doll, impressed 3 / 0, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, 
dark blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, bisque lower arms (right hand fingers are damaged and glued), cloth lower legs, 
wearing silk dress, cotton multi-layered undergarments, 14"/36cm; (2) Gebruder Kuhnlenz bisque doll, c1900, impressed 18,5 
Gbr K 165 9/0, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood five piece  body, white cotton 
clothing, 9.5"/24cm; (3) Ernst Heubach bisque doll, c.1920, impressed 320 17 / 0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
nostrils, brunette wig and pate, five piece toddler composition body, wearing cotton dress and matching bonnet, fingers missing 
from left hand, 8"/20cm; (4) Walther & Sohn bisque doll, fixed blue eyes, closed mouth, brunette wig, wearing Scottish costume, 
5"/13cm; (4). 

 £50 - £70 

203. Armand Marseille bisque character baby, German, 1930, impressed AM 352 7, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, cloth 
five piece body, celluloid hands (two fingers missing from left hand and one finger from right hand), wearing white work 
Christening gown, cotton undergarments, 17"/43cm. 

 £80 - £100 

204. Simon & Halbig brown bisque doll, German, c1891, impressed SH 1039 DEP 12, weighted brown eyes set within 
almond shaped socket, pierced ears, high domed forehead, open mouth, deep dimple to chin, composition and wood ball 
jointed body, black braided wig, small chip to right ear piercing, repair to right foot, dressed in red and white polka dot cotton 
dress, silk and lace pinafore, multi-layered cotton undergarments, leather shoes, 22"/56cm. 

 £300 - £500 

205. Steiff pair of Original teddy bears: (1) Original music cinnamon mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 011184, 1992-1993, 
playing Picnic Time for Teddy Bears, 15"/39cm; (2) Original dark blonde mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 010903, 1991-1993, 
17"/43cm; Good Plus to Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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206. Steiff replica Margaret Woodbury Strong cinnamon mohair teddy bear, white tag 0156/26, LE 2000, 1984, press 
squeaker, leatherette pads have lost their surface, mohair has faded and is a little worn overall, Good, 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

207. Steiff Original honey mohair teddy bear, German, 1968-1990, yellow tag 0201/36, tilt growler, faded overall and some 
wear to mohair, Good to Good Plus, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

208. Steiff Ralph Lauren Varsity The Polo Bear, yellow tag 027086, 1909 replica golden mohair bear, dressed in classic polo 
attire, LE 3500, wearing zip-up sweatshirt with USA decals and Ralph Lauren Polo designer jeans, tilt growler, Good to Good 
Plus, 12"/31cm. 

 £40 - £50 

209. Steiff pair of teddy bears: (1) Teddy Baby Boy 1930 replica, white tag 407529, LE 7000, 1993, 10"/25cm (2) Teddy 
Baby Girl 1930 replica, white tag 407512, LE7000, 1993, 10"/25cm; both with press squeakers, three shoes are missing, boy 
has wear to toe on foot pad, otherwise Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

210. Steiff British Collectors replica 1911 teddy bear, white tag 406645, limited edition of 3000, 1992, winter white distressed 
mohair, partially operative tilt growler, muzzle is worn, otherwise Good Plus, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £30 - £40 

211. Steiff Original light blonde mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 008078, 1995-1998, some wear to mohair, otherwise Good 
Plus, 18"/46cm; plus Steiff Cockie Spaniel dog, yellow tag 4035/38, 1984-1989, woven brown plush, Good, 15"/38cm long; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

212. Newark type modern artist designed teddy bear, golden artificial silk plush, black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, fully 
jointed, suede pads, Excellent, 17"/43cm. 

 £20 - £30 

213. Steiff Classic teddy bear, blonde mohair with brown tip, yellow tag 000225, chest tag and swing label, Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, 23.75"/60cm. 

 £50 - £70 

214. Steiff Bear 28 PB 1904 Replica, white tag 404115, LE 7000, wooden shoe button eyes, sealing-wax nose, Excellent to 
Excellent Plus; 11"/28cm seated, plus Fair generic box.  

 £40 - £50 

215. Steiff Classic teddy bear, yellow tag 005985, chest tag (creased and discoloured), black mohair, Good Plus to 
Excellent, 16.5"/42cm; 

 £30 - £50 

216. Steiff pair of teddy bears: (1) Steiff Classic blonde mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 004377, Excellent, 17.75"/45cm; (2) 
Steiff Classic light blue mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 001925, chest tag, some discolouration, otherwise Good Plus, 
10.5"/27cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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217. Steiff Bear on Wheels replica 1921, white tag 400384, 2003, LE 1500, brown realistic mohair bear on metal frame, with 
wooden wheels, pull cord voice mechanism, chest tag, certificate, some surface rusting to metal frame, otherwise Excellent 
within Fair box, 17"/43cm. 

 £100 - £140 

218. Steiff replica 1921 teddy bear, white tag 407291, limited edition of 1921, 2004, white mohair bear, MISSING CHEST 
TAG AND CERTIFICATE, Good Plus in Fair Plus box, 27.5"/70cm. 

 £70 - £90 

219. Robin Rive Countrylife D-Day teddy bear, artist designed, LE 174/200, created to commemorate D-Day Normandy, 6 
June 1944, made from printed cotton- taken from newspapers' headlines and maps of the area, some marks to paw pads, 
otherwise Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

220. Three Paddington Bears: (1) Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, label to rear seam, wearing red duffle coat 
(faded and torn along front edges) and red Dunlop size 4 Wellington boots, remains of Please Look After This Bear swing label, 
Fair Plus, 18"/46cm; (2) Rainbow Designs plush Paddington Bear; (3) The Ganz Cottage plush Wellie bear; Fair Plus to Good; 
(3). 

 £20 - £30 

221. Merrythought and Dean's Rag Book limited edition teddy bears: (1) Merrythought Cheeky Azure, LE 302/500, blue 
mohair, mohair is thinning in places, otherwise Good Plus, 18"/46cm; (2) Dean's Rag Book Old Penny teddy bear, LE 140/240, 
2003, blonde mohair, Excellent, 12"/31cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

222. British vintage gollys, 1960s, pair: (1) Chad Valley, label to side seam, 24"/61cm; (2) Deans / Gwentoys, label to side 
seam, 13"/33cm; Fair Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

223. Pair of modern issue gollys: (1) Merrythought, red and blue velveteen, unjointed, musical jingles inside torso, 
19.5"/50cm; (2) Jolly Golly Sammy, LE 29/100, black mohair wig, black glass eyes, embroidered features, fully jointed velveteen 
body, swing label certificate, Good Plus to Excellent, 25"/63cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

224. Merrythought pair of modern issue gollys, 2005, boy and girl, each with black felt face, plastic eyes, cloth body, Good 
to Excellent; 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

225. Dean's Rag Book three modern issue gollys: (1) Open Edition Classic Golly, #82, 13"/33cm; (2) Open Edition Classic 
Mrs Golly, #2, 14"/36cm; (3) Limited edition golly, 9"/23cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

226. Pair of vintage Jungle Toys owl and Tinka-Belle teddy bear: (1) Jungle Toys owl schoolmaster, brown plush, some 
fading to costume, soles of feet damaged- need repair, otherwise Good, 15"/38cm; (2) Tinka-Belle sheepskin teddy bear, label 
to sole of left foot, Fair Plus to Good, 21"/53cm; (2). 

 £5 - £15 

227. Collection of modern plush toys and vinyl dolls, includes: Hamleys blonde large plush teddy bear; TY monkey; Smile 
modern bisque doll; vinyl doll with red cloth body; E. S. vinyl doll; etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 
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228. Hamiro pair of vintage teddy bears, Czechoslovakia Soviet-era, 1950s / 1960s: (1) blonde mohair teddy bear, clear 
glass eyes with black pupils, inset short pile muzzle, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, short pile pads, inoperative tilt 
growler, mohair thinning in places, ears are re-sewn, 20"/51cm; (2) blonde and cinnamon mohair, clear glass eyes with black 
pupil and remains of brown painted backs, brown vertically stitched nose, cinnamon mohair muzzle, fully jointed, cinnamon 
short pile mohair pads, partially operative tilt growler, mohair thinning in places, 16"/41cm; Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

229. Chiltern Hug-Mee blonde mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads, black claw stitching, some wear and areas of thinning to mohair- particularly on left 
arm- (stuffing also shifted within this limb), hole to pad on left arm, tips of left arm and foot pads have been professionally 
restored (along with claw stitching), otherwise Good to Excellent; 26"/66cm. 

 £100 - £120 

230. Hansa Creation plush Baby Dragon, 1993 - 2001, with cloth sewn-in label, brown and blonde plush, with air brushed 
detailing, Excellent, 14"/36cm tall, with 15"/38cm wingspan. 

 £10 - £20 

231. Dean's Rag Book Alex teddy bear, Artist Showcase designed by Linda Kay, LE 71/300, dark green and golden with 
brown tip mohair, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label certificate, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

232. Collection of vintage and modern vinyl and hard plastic dolls, includes teenage fashion, etc: Debenhams exclusive 
fashion doll, Hong Kong plastic; Evergreen hard plastic teenage doll; Delavenna 8Y; Disney; Mattel Barbie; MGA Bratz; etc; 
Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

233. Collection of Palitoy vintage and dolls and toys, etc, includes: Palitoy Cuddle Up Baby vinyl doll, late 1970s, with bottle, 
instructions, left leg is loose, otherwise Excellent, within Fair box, 13"/33cm; Palitoy pair of hard plastic teenage dolls; Modern 
Toys (Japan) My Baby clockwork vinyl baby doll, raises right arm- holding bottle and squeaks, boxed; Palitoy vinyl Scottish cloth 
doll; Palitoy composition baby doll, wearing plastic clothing; Palitoy boxed table tennis set; Palitoy Knit Stitcher, boxed knitting 
machine; wooden cat novelty toy; modern issue boxed Jacks game; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

234. Collection of vintage and modern issue dolls, toys and collectables: Pedigree Tiny Tots Babywalker, boxed; Remco 
Little Sweet April vinyl doll, 1972; Victoria Plum; Bella (France); Zodiac Toys; Palitoy Carrie; Pedigree L'il Babies; Kleeware 
rubbery miniature hard plastic babies x 9; Rood Speel (Holland); Mouse Schoolroom- modern resin, comprising mouse school 
master, pair of mouse scholars, blackboard and associated furniture; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

235. Palitoy (Cascelloid) Paliglide Rita hard plastic walking doll, c1953, deemed to be at the time of manufacture "The 
largest injection moulded hard plastic doll in the trade", original shoes and socks, re-dressed in hand-made dress and knickers, 
plus additional dress, body neck socket edge has remains of glue, head stringing is loose, some hair (under the right hand side 
plait) has been cut- this is only noticeable on close inspection, otherwise Good to Excellent, displays well, within original Fair 
Plus to Good box, 27"/69cm. NB: together with some photocopied information- 1) from Palitoy 1953 Trade Catalogue; 2) Palitoy 
and their largest Hard Plastic Doll. 

 £40 - £60 
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236. Hugo Wiegand Jubilee composition vintage baby doll, German, 1935, believed by the vendor to have been produced 
for the Jubilee of Queen Mary and King George V, impressed 2054 HW 6 Jubilee foreign registered design, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, some wear, Good Plus, wearing hand knitted outfit, 19"/48cm; together with a Louth Celebrations Silver 
Jubilee events programme; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

237. Palitoy Plastex composition vintage baby doll, British, late 1940s to early 1950s, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
moulded hair, five piece curved limb body, wearing original clothing, Good to Excellent, boxed; 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

238. Charlie Bears Mr Jingles QVC first exclusive 2006 grey plush teddy bear, CB 173591, 2006/2007, LE 1000, designed 
by Isabelle Lee, has internal "ting-a-ling" within his head, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

239. Charlie Bears QVC 2012 exclusive Hot Cross Bun Plumo panda bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part  
plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), part of a Four Seasons Set- this bear is "Spring", CB 125093, brown and white 
plush, with mohair muzzle and ears, LE 1922/4000, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

240. Charlie Bears Porridge, QVC exclusive, Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the 
detail on his face and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, part of a Four Seasons Set- this bear is "Winter", LE 
1319/4000, CB 125091, beige plush and cream mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

241. Charlie Bears Pattercake teddy bear, CB 135011, 2013 - 2014, LE 3500, designed by Heather Lyell, grey plush with 
black tip, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

242. Charlie Bears Snuffles teddy bear, 2012 Secret Collectors Club, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown plush, 
with swing labels (a little creased), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

243. Charlie Bears Leonie teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 124915, LE 1600, 2012 - 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden, 
white and dark brown variegated plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £35 - £45 

244. Charlie Bears Mandy teddy bear, CB 614837A, 2011-2014, LE 3800, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink and white long 
pile plush, with swing labels (faded), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £35 - £45 

245. Charlie Bears TC teddy bear, the second character in the Hatty Bears Series, CB 185165, LE 358/3000, 2018, 
designed by Alison Mills, red with frosted / black tip plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

246. Charlie Bears Charlie 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey plush with black and white 
stripe, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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247. Charlie Bears Demi teddy bear, CB 131368, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, purple plush, with swing 
labels (slight fading), Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

248. Charlie Bears Professor Pawsalot cat, CB 141489, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, produced especially for the 2014 
Collectors Club, cream and grey with cream tip plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

249. Charlie Bears Licky Tissue teddy bear, CB 181862C, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with grey patches, swing 
label (a little bowed and edges dinged), Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £60 

250. Charlie Bears Kieran teddy bear, CB 104714, 2010-2013, LE 1856, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, light and 
dark grey plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

251. Charlie Bears Bashful teddy bear, CB 141422, 2014-2015, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, short-pile 
brown variegated plush, trapunto pads, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £35 - £45 

252. Charlie Bears Hodgepodge teddy bear, CB181871A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale grey, powder blue and grey 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £40 

253. Charlie Bears Angela teddy bear, CB104705, 2010 - 2013, LE 1606, designed by Heather Lyell, blush pink with white 
tipping plush, she can stand unaided, magnets in her paws and mouth, so she can clasp her hands together, cover her mouth 
or hold hands with other magnet bears, also centre jointed so can turn at the waist, swing labels (faded and edges a little 
dinged), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £30 - £40 

254. Charlie Bears Macaroon teddy bear, CB 171759, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with pale blue tip and 
white/petrol blue plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

255. Charlie Bears Vanessa teddy bear, CB161658B, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with brown tip and cream / 
brown long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

256. Charlie Bears Dixie panda bear, 2025 CB 151586A, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream with red/frosted tip 
and red with brown/frosted tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

257. Charlie Bears Daisychain teddy bear, CB 631297B, from the QVC Secret Garden Collection, by Heather Lyell, brown 
with green tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

258. Charlie Bears Lollipop teddy bear, CB191947A, 2019, LE 2086/2500, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink, powder 
blue and blonde plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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259. Charlie Bears Dilly panda bear, CB 124946, 2012 - 2015, LE 3300, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and light blue 
plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

260. Charlie Bears Parker teddy bear, CB110307, 2011-2015, LE 5000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, this bear 
has magnets within his paws and forehead, allowing him to put paws on forehead or hold hands with other magnet bears, white 
with cinnamon tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

261. Charlie Bears Pearl teddy bear, CB191917, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale pink curly plush, with swing label (a 
little bowed and dinged), Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

262. Charlie Bears Savoury Pudding panda bear, CB 625096, 2012 - 2014, LE 3600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and 
cinnamon long pile plush, with swing labels (a little faded), Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

263. Charlie Bears Forever teddy bear, CB150014O, designed by Heather Lyell, blonde plush, with swing label, Near Mint 
to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

264. Charlie Bears Bud teddy bear, CB191804O, 2018, designed by Heather Lyell, blue / grey / black and white plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

265. Charlie Bears Luna teddy bear, CB 140032, designed by Heather Lyell, blue, light brown and grey long pile plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

266. Charlie Bears Dolce teddy bear, CB 114748A, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown, 
golden, brown with frosted tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

267. Charlie Bears Rufus teddy bear, CB 121003A, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, maroon 
plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

268. Charlie Bears Gingerbread Ted teddy bear, CB161612, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with 
cinnamon tip long pile plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

269. Charlie Bears Mercedes polar bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC Exclusive 2010, CB 604659B, LE 3318/4000, 
white plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

270. Charlie Bears Evermore teddy bear, CB 161659A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark blue with black tip plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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271. Charlie Bears Brendan teddy bear, CB131358, 2014-2015, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale brown / white plush, 
with swing labels (slightly faded), Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

272. Charlie Bears Stuart panda bear, CB181822A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige / grey / pale blue with golden tip 
plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £70 

273. Charlie Bears Scrummy teddy bear, CB161503S, designed by Heather Lyell, black, cream, yellow, grey and magenta 
variegated plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

274. Charlie Bears Whisp teddy bear, CB 151660, 2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale and darker violet frosted 
tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

275. Charlie Bears Helen Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part alpaca and part plush- the detail on her face 
and ears is alpaca), CB 131385, LE 3000, 2013-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, leopard plush, with swing label, Near Mint to 
Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

276. Charlie Bears Ruby panda bear, CB 094080A, 2009 - 2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red and cream 
with grey tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

277. Charlie Bears Wozley panda bear, CB 131348, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, green with cream tip 
and brown / light brown plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

278. Charlie Bears Pixel "bookend" teddy bear, CB141226B, 2014-2015, LE 482/1000, designed by Heather Lyell, he is a 
bookend, a door stop or can hold a tablet on his big feet, black with white fleck long pile plush, with swing label certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. NB: see Giga- lot 286. This is Pixel's sister. 

 £30 - £40 

279. Charlie Bears Soo Lee panda bear, CB 141496, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and grey plush with frosted tip, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

280. Charlie Bears Robbie teddy bear, CB 104725, 2010-2011, LE 2200, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, golden 
plush, Near Mint to Mint with tags, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

281. Charlie Bears Cody teddy bear, 2011, CB 114810B, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown long pile plush, with swing 
labels, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

282. Charlie Bears Tick Tock teddy bear, CB 131377, 201302015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with frosted tip, 
dark blue and maroon plush, with swing labels, Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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283. Charlie Bears Claire panda bear, CB 104722, 2010-2012, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white and 
golden plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

284. Charlie Bears Anniversary Jack teddy bear, CB 114883A, LE 6000, 2011, designed by Heather Lyell, from The Once 
Upon a Time 5th Anniversary Collection, brown with darker brown tip plush, with swing label certificate (card is bowed), Near  
Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

285. Charlie Bears Justine teddy bear, CB181849, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and white plush, with swing label, 
Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

286. Charlie Bears Giga "bookend" teddy bear, CB 141226A, LE 232/1000, designed by Heather Lyell, she is a bookend, a 
door stop or can hold tablet on her big feet, dark red with black tip plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint,  
12"/31cm. NB: see Pixel- lot 278. This is Giga's brother. 

 £30 - £40 

287. Charlie Bears Lovell wolf cub (Lovell means Little Wolf), BB 193906, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee for The Folklores 
and Fables Collection, grey with black tip / grey / beige plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

288. Charlie Bears Adelaide fennec fox, BB193903, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, named after a fennec fox seen by 
Charlie when she was visiting Adelaide zoo in Australia, cinnamon and white plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

289. Charlie Bears Primrose panda bear, CB 183962A, 2008-2012, LE 1898, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white 
and brown with cinnamon tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

290. Charlie Bears Imogen teddy bear, CB 094323, 2009-2011, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden 
plush with cinnamon tip, with swing labels (faded), Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 

291. Charlie Bears Rowena teddy bear, CB 131351, 2013-2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush 
with black tip and grey / black variegated plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £30 - £50 

292. Charlie Bears Sparrow teddy bear, CB 131352, 2013-2016, LE 5700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden 
brown with dark brown tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £50 

293. Charlie Bears Tess teddy bear, CB114791, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with light 
grey tip plush, with swing labels (faded) Near Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

294. Charlie Bears Velvet mouse, CB185178, 2018, designed by Alison Mills, purple / black plush, with swing label, Near 
Mint to Mint, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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295. Charlie Bears Furball kitten, CB 165112, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale grey plush, with swing label (creases to 
corners), Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 9"/23cm. 

 £25 - £35 

296. Charlie Bears Jennyfur kitten, CB 185158, 2017, designed by Alison Mills, shades of brown, black and white plush, 
with swing label, Near Mint to Mint; 9"/23cm. 

 £20 - £30 

297. Charlie Bears Kay panda bear, CB191957B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream with pink tip and cream plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

298. Charlie Bears Raffles teddy bear, CB131387, 2013-2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive, blue and 
dark blue plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

299. Charlie Bears Inkspot teddy bear, CB 620009, 201202013, LE 2700, designed by Heather Lyell, white, black and grey 
variegated plush, with swing labels (Charlie Bears tag has been laminated), Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

300. Charlie Bears Anniversary Thomas teddy bear, CB 114884, LE 6000, 2011, designed by Heather Lyell, from the Once 
Upon a Time 5th Anniversary Collection 2011, light brown plush, with swing label certificate (slightly bowed), Near Mint, 
15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

301. Charlie Bears Shush teddy bear, CB 161685, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown plush, with swing label, Near 
Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

302. Charlie Bears Bear Berry teddy bear, CB171780A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red and cream plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

303. Charlie Bears Lena teddy bear, CB191976, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue / grey and violet plush, with 
swing label (creased full length), Near Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £25 - £35 

304. Charlie Bears Philip teddy bear, CB 114748B, 2011-2014, LE 2400, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown 
patchwork plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

305. Charlie Bears Flapjack teddy bear, CB 181816B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden with frosted tip and 
brown/light brown, dark brown plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

306. Charlie Bears Jed panda bear, CB 183971A, 2008, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and brown with white tip 
plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint; 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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307. Charlie Bears Brit teddy bear, CB 125092A, 2012-2014, LE 2500, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, red, white 
and blue plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

308. Charlie Bears Eliza teddy bear, the fourth character in the Hatty Bears Series, CB 185167, LE 908/3000, 2018, 
designed by Alison Mills, white with dark blue tip plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £50 - £70 

309. Charlie Bears 2016 Year Bear, Hug Number 8, CB 161682, LE 4000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- the detail on his face is cream alpaca), beige / cream plush, with swing label certificate (edges of card 
tag dinged), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

310. Charlie Bears Teddy Bump brown plush bear, CB 640002S, designed by Heather Lyell, QVC only 2014 collection, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £25 - £35 

311. Charlie Bears Penny Chew teddy bear, CB 140027, designed by Heather Lyell, maroon / black / white and grey plush, 
with swing label (edges are dinged), 11.5"/29cm. 

 £25 - £35 

312. Charlie Bears Anniversary Anna panda bear, CB 151561, 2015, LE 5000, designed by Isabelle Lee, celebrating 10 
years of Charlie Bears, light brown with beige tip and blonde with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
12"/30cm. 

 £35 - £45 

313. Charlie Bears Lacey teddy bear, CB124905, 2012-2013, LE 600, designed for the 2012 Collectors Club by Isabelle 
Lee, brown with black tip and grey long pile plush, with swing label certificate (edges are a little dinged), Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

314. Charlie Bears Toffee Apple QVC exclusive Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part 
plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), part of a Four Seasons Set- this bear is "Autumn", CB 125095, LE 39/4000, 
2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, cherry red, green, gold and cream plush, with swing labels, Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £60 

315. Charlie Bears Ivan teddy bear, CB 191935A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red curly and brown with cinnamon 
tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

316. Charlie Bears Ivy teddy bear, CB614990, 2011-2014, LE 1600, 2011-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive, 
dark green plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

317. Charlie Bears Bumble Bee teddy bear, CB 171859, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with frosted tip and beige 
with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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318. Charlie Bears Violet panda bear, CB631407, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 1612/2000, 2013, violet and white plush, 
with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

319. Charlie Bears Rudolph teddy bear, CB 631480, LE 680, 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, scarlet plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint; 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

320. Charlie Bears Edmund teddy bear, CB 181007, 2008-2009, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, with 
magnets in his paws and a tilt growler, brown plush, with swing labels (creased), Near Mint; 18"/45.5cm. 

 £35 - £45 

321. Charlie Bears Heidi teddy bear, CB614839, 2011-2015, LE 3500, QVC 2011 exclusive, grey with dark blue tip plush, 
with swing labels (a little faded), Near Mint; 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

322. Charlie Bears Fish teddy bear, CB 131401, LE 3000, 2013 designed by Isabelle Lee, from The Seaside Collection, 
QVC Special, golden plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint; 17.5"/44cm. NB: one of a set, including Fish, Chip and Mushy 
Pea. 

 £30 - £40 

323. Charlie Bears Chip Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face 
and ears is mohair), CB 131399A, LE 1860, LE 3000, 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, from The Seaside Collection, QVC 
Special, golden mohair and plush, 16"/40cm. NB: one of a set, including Fish, Chip and Mushy Pea. 

 £35 - £45 

324. Charlie Bears Sheba black panther, CB 161627, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, black plush, Near Mint to Mint, with 
swing label, 18"/46cm. 

 £35 - £45 

325. Charlie Bears Parsnip QVC Exclusive teddy bear, CB 614987, 2011 - 2014, LE 1300, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale 
yellow with orange tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £40 - £60 

326. Charlie Bears Philip teddy bear, CB 114748B, 2011-2014, LE 2400, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown 
patchwork plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

327. Charlie Bears Icicle teddy bear, CB 159062S, 2015, LE 4900, designed by Heather Lyell, grey mink plush, with swing 
label, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

328. Charlie bears Dunk gingerbread man, CB195217, LE 249/600, 2019, from Folklores & Fables The Tale of the 
Gingerbread Man, golden viscose plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £50 

329. Charlie Bears Connie panda bear, CB194560, 2009-2011, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black, white 
and white with dark grey tip plush, with tags, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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330. Charlie Bears Autumn teddy bear, CB 141421, designed by Isabelle Lee, dusky pink with brown/frosted tip and dark 
red with brown/frosted tip plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

331. Charlie Bears Anniversary Daniel teddy bear, CB114886, LE 6000, 2011, designed by Isabelle Lee, from the Once 
Upon a Time 5th Anniversary Collection 2011, brown mink plush teddy bear, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

332. Charlie Bears Together teddy bear, CB161659B, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red and black with dark red tip 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

333. Charlie Bears Rainbow teddy bear, CB159047S, 2015-2016, LE 2400, designed by Heather Lyell, brown, magenta, 
light brown, blue, violet and pink variegated plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

334. Charlie Bears Year Bear 2018, CB 181820A, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this 
bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey and grey with blonde tip plush and grey 
mohair, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

335. Charlie Bears Donnie teddy bear, CB 614893, 2011-2013, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
cream tip and beige long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint; 21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £50 

336. Charlie Bears Blackberry Crumble panda bear, CB625139, 2012-2014, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
pink with brown tip and maroon with pink tip plush, swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £60 

337. Charlie Bears Grant teddy bear, CB 114638B, 2011-2012, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, long pile 
brown plush, complete with swing labels (faded), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £50 

338. Charlie Bears Scout teddy bear, CB 151581, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, light grey / dark grey / brown plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

339. Charlie Bears Candy panda bear, CB 104713, 2010-2013, LE 2858, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige plush 
with purple tip and grey plush with black tip, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

340. Charlie Bears Mabel teddy bear, CB 151536, 2015, LE 4150, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown, cinnamon 
and cream plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

341. Charlie Bears Kiya teddy bear, CB 131305, 2013, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black with brown and 
cream plush, with tags, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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342. Charlie Bears Fisher otter, BB 183803, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown and golden plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £25 - £35 

343. Charlie Bears Stollen teddy bear, CB 171738, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with brown tip, dark brown and 
cinnamon with white spots plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

344. Charlie Bears Fabian teddy bear, CB131366, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown/grey 
mink plush, swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

345. Charlie Bears Snugglebum 2013 Collector's Club teddy bear 2014, CB 131335, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, light brown and cinnamon with dark brown tip long pile plush, suedette pads, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label 
certificate, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

346. Charlie Bears Chuckles Gorgeous Giggler teddy bear, CB 625108, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
open mouthed, purple with dark brown tip long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

347. Charlie Bears Zander Plumo panda bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face 
and ears is mohair), CB 631491, 2013-2014, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black and white plush and black 
and white mohair, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint; 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £40 

348. Charlie Bears Alicia panda bear, QVC 2014 exclusive, CB 141447, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
duck egg blue and silver blue variegated plush, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

349. Charlie Bears Artemis teddy bear, CB131300, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, beige, 
white and brown plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

350. Charlie Bears Marshmallow teddy bear, CB 161616, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / grey plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

351. Charlie Bears Orlagh panda bear, CB 0104634, 2010-2011, LE 800, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive, beige 
and brown plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

352. Charlie Bears Anniversary Ross, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, CB 151563, 2015, LE 6000, cream and golden with dark brown tip plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

353. Charlie Bears Olive panda bear, CB151521A, 2015-2016, LE 4300, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and pale 
green/brown/dark brown plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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354. Charlie Bears Chatterbox gorgeous giggler teddy bear, CB 171847, open mouthed, golden with frosted tip and brown 
with frosted tip plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

355. Charlie Bears Chloe panda bear, CB173699c, 2007-2008, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
brown, Near Mint to Mint, with tags (faded), 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

356. Charlie Bears Anniversary Kojak teddy bear, CB 161707, designed by Isabelle Lee, Limited Edition produced for the 
2016 Collectors' Club, cinnamon and beige plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

357. Charlie Bears Tatty teddy bear, CB 647007O, 2014-2016, LE 4750, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, dark brown 
with cinnamon tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

358. Charlie Bears Smudge teddy bear, CB 647008O, 2014-2016, LE 4750, purple, black and turquoise variegated plush, 
with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

359. Charlie Bears Cavey guinea pig, CB 141483, 2014-2015, LE 2800, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, brown and beige 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £20 - £30 

360. Charlie Bears Charlie 2011 Year Bear, Hug No 3, CB 114757, LE 3000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey and beige plush and beige alpaca, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £35 - £45 

361. Charlie Bears Fletcher teddy bear, CB 083751, 2008-2009, LE 600, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, black 
plush, magnets in his paws and mouth, so he can clasp her hands together, cover his mouth or hold hands with other magnet 
bears, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

362. Charlie Bears Anniversary Carol teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, from the "Secret Collection 2015" (QVC 
Exclusive), CB 151562, LE 5000, white plush with silver glitter thread, black bead eyes, brown stitched nose, wearing pink 
patched corduroy scarf, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

363. Charlie Bears Evie teddy bear, CB 094093, 2009-2013, LE 3500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden and 
golden with brown tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £25 - £35 

364. Charlie Bears Lollipop teddy bear, CB191947A, 2019, LE 417/2500, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink, powder blue 
and blonde plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

365. Charlie Bears Garland QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB 640001S, 2014-2016, LE 1500, green with darker green tip long 
pile plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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366. Charlie Bears Scruffy Lump teddy bear, CB 131355, 2013-2016, LE 6500, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown long pile 
plush, with swing labels (a little creased), Near Mint to Mint, 12"/31cm. 

 £30 - £40 

367. Anniversary William mink plush teddy bear, 2015/2016, CB 151681, to celebrate Charlie Bears 10th anniversary, one 
of the ten different anniversary bears, William was not revealed until the end of 2015, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

368. Charlie Bears Bardot teddy bear, CB 151544, 2015-2016, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with 
cinnamon tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

369. Charlie Bears Tickle teddy bear, QVC only, CB 630310D, 2014-2015, LE 5200, designed by Heather Lyell, cream and 
brown plush, swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £20 - £30 

370. Charlie Bears Ice Lolly QVC exclusive Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the 
detail on his face and ears is mohair), CB 125094, 2012, LE 688/4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, part of a Four Seasons 
Set- this bear is "Summer", bright multi-coloured plush, with swing label certificate (faded and a little creased), Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

371. Charlie Bears Inca teddy bear, CB 625137, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark blue with grey and brown tipped plush, with 
swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

372. Charlie Bears Scrabble teddy bear, CB 171755, LE 3000, 2017, from the Plumo Collection ("Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair / alpaca and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of grey plush 
and grey alpaca, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 

 £30 - £50 

373. Charlie Bears Esther panda bear, CB 191934B, 2019, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, rose pink and light 
brown plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £50 

374. Charlie Bears Molly Coddle teddy bear, CB 181817A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown, grey and beige 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

375. Charlie Bears Sonny teddy bear, CB 141495, 2014-2015, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / golden / light 
brown plush, with swing label (bowed), Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

376. Charlie Bears Teddington teddy bear, the fifth character in the Hatty Bears Series, CB 185180, LE 896/3000, 2018, 
designed by Alison Mills, light brown plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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377. Charlie Bears Tango teddy bear, CB 151527, 2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, blonde with 
orange tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

378. Charlie Bears Ethel panda bear, CB191934A, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, rose pink and brown curly plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

379. Charlie Bears Daisy teddy bear, CB 183926, 2008-2012, LE 2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde with darker tip 
long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

380. Charlie Bears Charlie Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and blonde long pile plush 
and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, complete with swing label certificate, muzzle is unevenly trimmed and has 
a bald patch under the chin (factory flaw), otherwise Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

381. Charlie Bear Riley teddy bear, CB110607, 2011-2014, LE 5000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, golden plush, 
with magnets in his paws and forehead, swing labels (creased and faded), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £30 - £40 

382. Charlie Bears Regan teddy bear, CB159029S, 2015, LE 1900, designed by Heather Lyell, beige / cinnamon / black 
variegated plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £25 - £35 

383. Charlie Bears Yorkshire Lad teddy bear, the first little character in the Hatty Bears Series, CB 185163, LE 958/3000, 
2017, designed by Alison Mills, light brown plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £60 

384. Charlie Bears Hubble Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face 
and ears is mohair), CB 614862, LE 1749/3000, 2011-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, cinnamon, beige and brown plush and 
mohair, with swing label certificate (Charlie Bears circular tag is faded), Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 

385. Charlie Bears Hollyberry teddy bear, CB 621365, LE 700, 2012-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green with darker 
tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

386. Charlie Bears Stella kitten cat, CB175112C, 2017, designed by Alison Mills, black plush, with swing label, Near Mint to 
Mint, 7"/18cm. 

 £25 - £35 

387. Charlie Bears Firecracker teddy bear, CB630031, 2014-2015, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, 
magenta and black long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

388. Charlie Bears Bumble Bee teddy bear, CB 171859, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with frosted tip and beige 
with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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389. Charlie Bears Wotsit panda bear, CB 625131B, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, green and 
cinnamon plush, swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £40 

390. Charlie Bears Fidget, CB 141450A, 2014-2015, LE 1600, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and brown plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

391. Charlie Bears Oodles teddy bear, CB 131343, LE 2400, 2013 - 2014, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
multicoloured patchwork effect- brown, grey tipped light brown, purple and dark red plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 
19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

392. Charlie Bears Elizabeth panda bear, CB 171752A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue/grey and beige with 
grey/black tipped plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

393. Charlie Bears Whisp teddy bear, CB 151660, 2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale and darker violet frosted 
tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

394. Charlie Bears Chocoholic teddy bear, CB159026S, 2015, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell, beige, cinnamon, black 
and dark brown variegated plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £40 

395. Charlie Bears Ashley teddy bear, CB 104683, 2010-2013, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, rose pink with dark grey 
tip plush, with swing labels (slight fading and crease), Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

396. Charlie Bears Loki lynx, CB 161677, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden black and brown and white, brown and 
black printed plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £80 - £100 

397. Charlie Bears Totty teddy bear, the third character in the Hatty Bears Series, CB 185164, LE 291/3000, 2018, designed 
by Alison Mills, dark blue and black variegated plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £60 

398. Charlie Bears Tea Leaf 2014 Collector's Club panda bear 2014, CB 141479, Plumo panda- cream and black, mohair 
muzzle and inner ears (plush elsewhere), LE 600, suedette pads, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £60 

399. Charlie Bears Howard teddy bear, CB 625632, 2012-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cinnamon with blonde 
tip long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

400. Charlie Bears Chanelle teddy bear, CB 0104583, QVC Exclusive, 2010-2011, LE 1500, cream with brown tip plush, 
with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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401. Charlie Bears Bill Beary teddy bear, CB171780B, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, pastel blue and cream plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

402. Charlie Bears Niall panda bear, CB 151521B, 2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue and violet/brown/light brown 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

403. Charlie Bears 2017 Year Plumo panda bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face is mohair), LE 4000, CB 171713, Hug No 9, golden with black and cream tipping and cream mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

404. Charlie Bears Daphne kitten, CB 171783, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, beige with dark brown tipping plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

405. Charlie Bears Nuala lion cub, CB185169, 2018, designed by Alison Mills, golden plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
10.25"/26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

406. Charlie Bears Potions teddy bear, CB195218O, 2019, designed by Alison Mills, purple, violet and magenta plush, with 
swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 10"/28cm. 

 £50 - £60 

407. Charlie Bears Wurve You and Snuggle, pair of QVC Exclusive teddy bears, LE 0944/6000, CB 1104663 and CB 
1104664, 2010, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie: (1) Snuggle- light brown with dark brown tip plush, 16"/41cm; (2) 
Wurve You- blonde with dark brown tip plush, 11"/28cm; both with swing label certificates, Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

408. Charlie Bears Whoopsie Daisy panda bear, CB 124901, 2012-2014, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and 
blonde with dark brown tip long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

409. Charlie Bears Bradley teddy bear, CB 094305, 2009, LE 2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown plush with darker 
brown tip, with swing labels (a little creased), Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

410. Charlie Bears Squizzle panda bear, CB 141433, 2014-2016, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden with frosted tip 
and shades of brown / golden and grey plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

411. Charlie Bears Erin teddy bear, CB 083835, 2008 - 2009, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush with dark 
brown tip, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

412. Charlie Bears Teardrop panda bear, CB 161669, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and white plush, swing label, Near 
Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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413. Charlie Bears Betty teddy bear, CB 104711, 2010-2012, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream and 
apricot plush with dark brown tip, with swing labels (slightly faded), 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

414. Charlie Bears Layla teddy bear, CB176009, 2017, cream / grey / brown tipped, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

415. Charlie Bears Sienna panda bear, CB191918A, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with cinnamon tip / brown / 
beige / black plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

416. Charlie Bears Rhubarb and Crumble pair of teddy bears, LE 4895/u7000, they have magnetic paw pads, enabling them 
to hold hands, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 194403A and CB 194403B (1) Rhubarb- mink plush with black tip, 12"/31cm; (2) 
Crumble- mink plush with brown tip, 10"/26cm; Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificates; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

417. Charlie Bears Yvette panda bear, CB114767, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white and 
grey long pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

418. Charlie Bears Molino teddy bear, CB 141436, QVC exclusive from 2014, LE 1000, variegated apricot, cinnamon and 
black plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

419. Charlie Bears Pumpkin Pie teddy bear, CB 161533S, designed by Heather Lyell, orange plush with brown and frosted 
tip, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

420. Charlie Bears Mabel teddy bear, CB 151536, 2015, LE 4150, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 3000, 2015, shades of 
brown, cinnamon and cream plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

421. Charlie Bears Bearhouse Bears three teddy bears: (1) Eltham teddy bear, BB 143030, brown, beige and cream plush, 
17"/43cm; (2) Canterbury cat, BB 143016A, grey, beige and cream plush, 18"/46cm; (3) Spencer teddy bear, BB623001, beige 
and cream plush, 18"/46cm; each with swing label; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

422. Kaycee Bears Lacey teddy bear, artist designed by Kelsey Cunningham, beige plush, with swing label certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

423. Steiff 2019 Cosy Year teddy bear, yellow tag 113376, cream polyester plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
13.5"/34cm. 

 £20 - £25 

424. Suki Silver Tag Bears Grace teddy bear, item 17037, LE 233/1500, white with blonde tip long pile plush, with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £10 - £20 
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425. Charlie Bears Buddy teddy bear, CB 614867, LE 1022/3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown with cream tip 
plush, with swing label certificate (bowed), Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

426. Charlie Bears Edith teddy bear, CB 151543, 2015-2016, LE 4800, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with dusky pink tip 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

427. Charlie Bears Margaret Plumo teddy bear, "Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her 
face and ears is mohair), CB 194400, 2010-2012, LE 900, QVC Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown tipped 
with gold curly plush and brown mohair, with swing label, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

428. Charlie Bears Tiny Tim teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 121323, LE 1600, 2012-2014, brown plush, with swing label, 
Excellent, 12"/31cm. 

 £30 - £40 

429. Anniversary William mink plush teddy bear, 2015/2016, CB 151681, to celebrate Charlie Bears 10th anniversary, one 
of the ten different anniversary bears, William was not revealed until the end of 2015, with swing label, Excellent, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

430. Charlie Bears Firecracker teddy bear, CB630031, 2014-2015, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, 
magenta and black long pile plush, with swing label, Excellent, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

431. Charlie Bears Demi teddy bear, CB 131368, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, purple plush, with swing 
label, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

432. Charlie Bears Dorothy teddy bear, CB 604814, 2010-2013, LE 2185, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with 
darker grey tip and beige plush, with swing label, Excellent, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £60 

433. Charlie Bears Ruby panda bear, CB 094080A, 2009 - 2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red and cream 
with grey tip plush, with swing label, Excellent, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

434. Charlie Bears Troy panda bear, CB 604794B, LE 2845/3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and leopard print plush, 
with swing label certificate (a little bowed), Excellent, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

435. Charlie Bears Josh teddy bear, CB 183931, 2008-2012, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige with 
brown tip plush, with swing label, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

436. Charlie Bears Anniversary Diesel, 10th Anniversary teddy bear, 2015, CB 151575, LE 4500, brown, beige and cream 
plush, with swing label certificate, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £35 - £45 
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437. Charlie Bears Larry panda bear, CB 124954, 2012-2014, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey / black / black with 
frosted tip / cream with grey/blush tip plush, with swing label, Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

438. Charlie Bears Giselle panda bear, CB 151555, 2015, LE 2800, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream, white and 
animal print plush, with swing label, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

439. Charlie Bears Scout teddy bear, CB 151581, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, light grey / dark grey / brown tip plush, 
with swing label, Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

440. Charlie Bears Bauble teddy bear, CB 621373, QVC exclusive, 2012-2013, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, wine red plush, with swing label, Excellent, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £25 - £35 

441. Charlie Bears Candycane panda bear, CB 614918, LE 1000, 2011-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white 
and dark red plush, with swing label, Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

442. Charlie Bears Ellie May panda bear, CB 183949, 2008-2010, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and black long 
pile plush, with swing label, Excellent, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

443. Charlie Bears Tamsin, the first bunny rabbit created for the range, CB 073492, 2007, LE 300, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, light brown and beige plush, with swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £60 

444. Charlie Bears Poppy panda bear, CB 173711A, 2007 - 2008, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and black 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 14"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

445. Charlie Bears Whisp teddy bear, CB 151660, 2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale and darker violet frosted 
tip plush, with swing label, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

446. Charlie Bears Atiquah teddy bear, CB171710, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige with brown tip and white / black 
with golden tip animal print plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £60 

447. Charlie Bears Alley cat, CB 141490, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and white long pile plush, with 
swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/40cm. 

 £30 - £50 

448. Charlie Bears Lennon teddy bear, CB 141449A, 2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and shades of brown 
leopard plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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449. Charlie Bears Emil teddy bear, CB 161629, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, black, brown and grey long pile variegated 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

450. Charlie Bears Candice panda bear, CB191906A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige, brown, grey and blonde 
variegated plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

451. Charlie Bears Ivan teddy bear, CB 191935A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red curly and brown with cinnamon 
tip plush, with swing label (creased), Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

452. Charlie Bears Kekezza panda bear, CB161687B, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, purple with grey tip and animal print 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

453. Charlie Bears Jasper teddy bear, CB 173721, 2007-2008, LE 1200, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, black 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 12"/30cm. NB: Jasper is the second completely black bear to be produced by Charlie Bears 
(the first was Jack). Jasper was named after Sue Pearson's son, whose family name is one of the best known in the UK's teddy 
bear industry. 

 £30 - £40 

454. Charlie Bears Anniversary Slothy Joe teddy bear, CB 151558, LE 2000, 2015, produced for the CB Best Friends Club, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, black, cream and white plush, with swing labels (edges are creased / dinged), Excellent, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

455. Charlie Bears Paris panda bear, CB 124973, 2012-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
grey curly plush, with swing labels (creased), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/49cm. 

 £40 - £50 

456. Charlie Bears Flapjack teddy bear, CB 181816B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden with frosted tip and 
brown/light brown, dark brown plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

457. Charlie Bears Callie teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB 171758A, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale pink and light brown 
plush with tipping, with swing label (dinged), Excellent Plus, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

458. Charlie Bears Pepper Pot teddy bear, CB 161698, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, dappled slate grey plush and his 
paw pads and inner ears are made from a chocolate brown fabric, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

459. Charlie Bears Mia panda bear, CB 35690, 2006-2008, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown and darker 
brown tipped plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

460. Charlie Bears Andrew, CB 173521B, 2007, LE 1240, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, named after the owner of 
the Bear Garden in Guildford, Surrey, golden plush, with swing label (slight crease), Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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461. Charlie Bears Birthday Wojtek, CB 171840, 2017, LE 4200 (made to celebrate Charlie Bear's 12th Birthday on 18 
November 2017), designed by Isabelle Lee, in homage to the WW 2 mascot, resembles a Kodiak bear, shades of brown plush, 
with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

462. Charlie Bears Kelvin teddy bear, CB 614849, 2011-2012, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown plush, 
MISSING swing label, Excellent Plus, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

463. Charlie Bears Briscoe teddy bear, CB191928B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with brown tip plush, with swing 
label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

464. Charlie Bears Kyle teddy bear, CB173697, 2007, LE 600, golden with dark brown plush, designed by Isabelle Lee, with 
tag (torn), Excellent, 17"/43cm. NB: Kyle was the first random plush bear designed by Charlie Bears; due to the random printing 
of the plush fabric, it means that no two bears will ever be exactly the same. 

 £30 - £40 

465. Charlie Bears Jack, one of the first 12 Bears, 2006-2008, CB 06020, LE 1600, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, 
black plush with tilt growler, with tag, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/40cm. 

 £60 - £80 

466. Charlie Bears Clive panda bear, CB171758B, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, blue/grey with frosted tip and blonde 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

467. Charlie Bears Katie teddy bear, CB 083804, 2008-2010, LE 1900, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with 
darker grey tip plush, with swing label, Excellent, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £30 - £40 

468. Charlie Bears Daisy teddy bear, CB 183926, 2008-2012, LE 2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde with darker tip 
long pile plush, MISSING swing labels, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

469. Charlie Bears Jooles teddy bear, CB193804B, 2009-2013, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with cream tip 
plush, with swing label (discoloured), Excellent, 10"/25cm. 

 £20 - £30 

470. Charlie Bears Thistle teddy bear, CB 141493, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with green tip, with swing label, 
Excellent Plus, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

471. Charlie Bears Emma teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, CB 183952, 2008-2012, LE 4000, grey mink 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

472. Charlie Bears Kirsty panda bear, CB 614847A, 2011-2012, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink with brown tip and 
brown mink plush, with swing label, Excellent, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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473. Charlie Bears Mistletoe panda bear, CB 614989, 2011, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, moss green and cream 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

474. Charlie Bears Rodley panda bear, CB 104717B, 2010-2013, LE 1864, designed by Isabelle Lee, green and cream 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

475. Charlie Bears Torquil teddy bear, CB 114806, 2011-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey frosted tip curly 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

476. Charlie Bears Coconut Ice teddy bear, CB 1500120, 2015, LE 2650, designed by Heather Lyell, white and pink with 
black tip long pile plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

477. Charlie Bears Koko panda bear, CB191957A, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and denim blue with frosted tip 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

478. Charlie Bears Selwyn teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB 083907A, 2009, LE 250/300, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige 
curly plush, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

479. Charlie Bears Pipsie teddy bear, CB171724, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown with golden tip plush, swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 

480. Charlie Bears Kelvin teddy bear, CB 614849, 2011-2012, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown plush, 
swing label, Excellent Plus, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

481. Charlie Bears Kibibi teddy bear, CB181870, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, dusky pink / light brown and pink with 
white tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

482. Charlie Bears Cara panda bear, CB191906B, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink, grey and black plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £60 

483. Charlie Bears Chutney teddy bear, CB 181852B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden and black leopard plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

484. Charlie Bears Kay panda bear, CB191957B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream with pink tip and cream plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £50 - £60 
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485. Charlie Bears Charlie Birthday Bear 2018, CB181946A, designed by Isabelle Lee, produced to celebrate their 13th 
birthday on 17 November 2018, LE 2000, blonde and blonde with pink tip plush, blonde alpaca muzzle, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/35cm. 

 £50 - £70 

486. Charlie Carlo teddy bear, CB 161665B, 2016, grey / black tipped and grey / dark grey variegated length pile plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

487. Charlie Bears Eleanor teddy bear, CB191806O, 2019, designed by Heather Lyell, pink wavy and pink with grey tip long 
pile plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

488. Charlie Bears Marzipan teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 631452, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden, beige and cream 
variegated plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

489. Charlie Bears Ursa Minor polar bear, CB161661, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, white plush, with swing labels, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

490. Charlie Bears Patience teddy bear, CB159022S, designed by Heather Lyell, brown, black, burgundy cinnamon and 
white variegated plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

491. Charlie Bears Muffin teddy bear, CB191943B, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, petrol blue with beige tip and beige 
plush, with swing label (slightly bowed), Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

492. Charlie Bear Cranberry teddy bear, CB604775, 2010, LE 900, QVC Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

493. Charlie Bears Wanda owlet, CB175188, 2017, designed by Alison Mills, Halloween Special, grey / brown / white / 
cinnamon tip plush, swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

494. Charlie Bears Tobias teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB194530, 2009-2012, LE 1900, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige 
plush, swing label, Excellent Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

495. Charlie Bears Heath panda bear, CB 194517, 2009-2013, LE 2894, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
frosted tip and golden with brown tip plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

496. Charlie Bears Plum Pudding QVC exclusive panda bear, CB 614999, 2011-2013, LE 1200, plum and lilac plush, swing 
label, Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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497. Charlie Bears Toby teddy bear, CB06130, 2006-2007, LE 600, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, shades of 
brown plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 12.5"/32cm. NB: See Love, Dreams & Bears Charlie Bears reference book- page 
26: "The collection needed a baby bear and Toby was designed so that, when he was picked up, he felt as though he needed to 
be protected and looked after. Toby was the first of the wobble-jointed bears, a technique that gave him a floppy, fragile feel." 

 £30 - £50 

498. Charlie Bears Sugarplum QVC exclusive Christmas panda bear, CB 121331, 2012-2015, LE 800, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, pink with peach tip and raspberry with peach tip plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

499. Charlie Bears Chuckles Gorgeous Giggler teddy bear, CB 625108, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
open mouthed, purple with dark brown tip long pile plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

500. Charlie Bears California teddy bear, CB131319, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and brown 
plush, with swing label (faded), Excellent Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

501. Charlie Bears Genevieve Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her 
face and ears is cream mohair), CB171746, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / beige and shades of brown plush and animal 
print, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

502. Charlie Bears Bernie teddy bear, CB183948, 2008-2009, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden with 
blonde tip and brown with brown tip plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 

503. Charlie Bears Crumpet teddy bear, CB140036A, 2014-2016, LE 6400, designed by Heather Lyell, leopard print plush, 
with swing label, Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

504. Charlie Bears Bobby Dazzler teddy bear, CB 121328, 2012-2016, LE 1200, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, dark brown with golden tip plush, swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £40 

505. Charlie Bears Bracken teddy bear, CB614855, 2011-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive, 
cinnamon and cream variegated plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

506. Charlie Bears Niall panda bear, CB 151521B, 2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue and violet/brown/light brown 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

507. Charlie Bears Humble teddy bear, CB161692, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey / pale grey with frosted tipping and 
dark grey / brown sculpted texture plush with frosted tip, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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508. Charlie Bears Ivy teddy bear, CB614990, 2011-2014, LE 1600, 2011-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive, 
dark green plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

509. Charlie Bears Acorn QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB 124930, 2012-2013, LE 900, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown 
plush, complete with cord necklace, swing label, Excellent Plus, 12"/31cm. 

 £25 - £35 

510. Charlie Bears Fuddy panda bear, CB 104716C, LE 3000, 2010-2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey tipped mink and 
white plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

511. Charlie Bears Allsorts teddy bear, CB140036B, 2014-2015, LE 4000, designed by Heather Lyell, maroon, white and 
black variegated plush, swing label (bowed), Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

512. Charlie Bears Sonny teddy bear, CB 141495, 2014-2015, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / golden / light 
brown plush, with swing label (creased), Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

513. Charlie Bears Ashley teddy bear, CB 104683, 2010-2013, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, rose pink with dark grey 
tip plush, with swing label (slight crease), Excellent Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

514. Charlie Bears Huey panda bear, CB 614847B, LE 3000, 2011-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, pale blue 
with black tip and grey with dark brown tip plush, swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £30 - £40 

515. Charlie Bears Dixie panda bear, 2025 CB 151586A, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream with red/frosted tip 
and red with brown/frosted tip plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

516. Charlie Bears Gizmo teddy bear, CB159046S, 2015, LE 2300, designed by Heather Lyell, maroon / cream / golden / 
black variegated long pile plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

517. Charlie Bears Kimoko leopard cub, CB171795, designed by Alison Mills, 2017, grey / black and white animal print 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

518. Charlie Bears Little Gem teddy bear, CB 125089, LE 1000, 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC exclusive Treasure 
Trail bear, pale dusky pink plush, with swing label certificate (creased and dinged), Excellent Plus, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

519. Charlie Bears Keeley teddy bear, CB 161687A, designed by Isabelle Lee, white tipped grey / brown / dark brown 
variegated length pile plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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520. Charlie Bears Anniversary Ross, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, CB 151563, 2015, LE 6000, cream and golden with dark brown tip plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

521. Charlie Bears Joseph teddy bear, CB 35640, 2006-2007, LE 600, first bear designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 
brown with dark brown tip plush, (only 600 were made), MISSING swing labels, Excellent, 18"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

522. Charlie Bears Treasure teddy bear, CB125090, 2012, LE 0761/1000, part of the Treasure Trail collection, golden 
honey long plush, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with swing label certificate (edges are a little dinged), Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £50 

523. Charlie Bears Jumble Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face 
and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, CB131360, 2013-2015, LE 2400, blonde / brown with cinnamon tip / plush, 
muzzle and inner ears are blonde with brown tip mohair / alpaca, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

524. Charlie Bears Evermore teddy bear, CB 161659A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark blue with black tip plush, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

525. Charlie Bears Lewis panda bear, CB 173711B, 2007-2008, LE 2103, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and white tipped 
with black plush, with tag, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £35 - £45 

526. Charlie Bears Aaron teddy bear, CB 193929B, 2009, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
frosted tip plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

527. Charlie Bears Charlotte teddy bear, CB 151507, 2015-2016, LE 4100, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, blonde 
and cream long pile plush, swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £50 

528. Charlie Bears Curly teddy bear, CB171734, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, long pile curly beige and light brown with 
dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £50 

529. Charlie Bears Hudson teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 0104641, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and cream 
with mauve and gold tipping, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

530. Charlie Bears Quentin panda bear, CB114811, 2011-2015, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black and 
white long pile plush, with swing label (a little bent), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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531. Charlie Bears Gerry teddy bear, CB121350, 2012-2015, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dark brown 
with cream/cinnamon tip plush, swing label, original collar with bells, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £50 

532. Charlie Bears Dominic panda bear, CB 194522, 2009-2012, LE 2264, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and black plush, 
with swing label, Good to Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

533. Charlie Bears Lawrence, CB 614891, 2011-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige plush teddy 
bear with cream tip, with swing label, signed by Charlie, Excellent, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £40 

534. Charlie Bears Howie teddy bear, CB 614890, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, constructed from different 
colour patches of brown, grey, blonde frosted tip plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

535. Charlie Bears Jen panda bear, CB 183990, 2008-2009, LE 2246, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
brown plush, MISSING swing labels, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

536. Charlie Bears Johnny teddy bear, CB 093515A, 2009-2011, LE 1900, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, light 
brown with cinnamon tip plush, MISSING swing labels, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

537. Charlie Bears Bindi teddy bear, CB 141443, 2014-2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, light and dark 
grey with golden plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £40 

538. Charlie Bears Cayden teddy bear, CB 131367, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dark grey, 
brown and grey with pale blue tip plush, MISSING swing label, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

539. Charlie Bears Grant teddy bear, CB 114638B, 2011-2012, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, long pile 
brown plush, with swing label, Excellent, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £50 

540. Charlie Bears Breeny panda bear, CB131353, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dark brown 
and blonde with dark brown tip plush, swing labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £50 

541. Charlie Bears Bridie plush bunny rabbit, CB 151503, 2015, LE 2900, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown and 
cream plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

542. Charlie Bears Bart panda bear, CB 124917A, 2012-2013, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
leopard print, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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543. Charlie Bears Mr Jingles QVC first exclusive 2006 grey plush teddy bear, CB 173591, 2006/2007, LE 1000, designed 
by Isabelle Lee, has internal "ting-a-ling" within his head, with swing label, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £35 - £45 

544. Charlie Bears Anniversary Anna panda bear, CB 151561, 2015, LE 5000, designed by Isabelle Lee, celebrating 10 
years of Charlie Bears, light brown with beige tip and blonde with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 
12"/30cm. 

 £35 - £45 

545. Charlie Bears Wisteria teddy bear, CB 161668, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, light and dark grey plush, with swing 
label, Good, 14"/36cm. 

 £20 - £30 

546. Charlie Bears Romeo teddy bear, CB 083777, LE 978, 2008-2009, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
cream and light brown plush tipping, with swing label, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

547. Charlie Bears Lucas panda bear, CB 083811A, beige and black plush, with swing label, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

548. Charlie Bears Sylvester Isabelle Collection teddy bear, SJ 5541, LE 378/400, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with 
black tip, pale grey, beige mohair / alpaca, carry bag, with swing label certificate - Isabelle card label has been BENT IN 
HALF- BADLY CREASED, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, 23"/59cm. 

 £180 - £280 

549. Tia artist designed primitive teddy bear, by Daria Sikora (Poland), cotton cloth (cloth is aged and painted), black plastic 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and eyebrows, jointed limbs, black claw stitching, wearing black and white polka dot dress, 
with swing label certificate, Excellent, 9"/23cm. 

 £20 - £30 

550. Jose artist designed primitive teddy bear, by Daria Sikora (Poland), cotton cloth (cloth is aged and painted), black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and eyebrows, jointed limbs, black claw stitching, wearing grey cotton great coat and 
black felt hat, with swing label certificate, Excellent, 9"/23cm. 

 £20 - £30 

551. Collection of three dolls: (1) Rosebud vintage teenage vinyl doll, 1960s, auburn Saran hair, metal rim spectacles, 
wearing red and white cotton dress, Raylon knickers and slip, red velvet coat and hat with leopard print lining, nylon stockings, 
white heels, 19"/48cm; (2) composition doll, 1950s, flirty brown eyes (one is missing pupil), face is cracked, brunette hair, five 
piece jointed body, tip of one finger is missing on right hand, tilt mama voice box, 20"/51cm; (3) Georgia Vienna modern bisque 
doll, boxed; Fair to Excellent, (3). 

 £30 - £40 
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552. Bild Lilli Doll, German, 1950's, black side-glancing eyes with prominent white eye dots, moulded upper eye liner with 
lashes painted to side, smoky eye shadow, curved high brows, rosebud shaped mouth, cheek blush, blonde hair in pony tail 
with split curl to forehead, jointed body, arms designed to move forward and backward or up and down, coral fingernails, 
painted black stiletto shoes, wearing black cotton knit top, red skirt, (both are sealed with poppers inscribed PRYM), cotton 
knickers, hair tied into position with black patent plastic, slight paint rubs to eyelids and to ankles (where paint has transferred 
from the shoes), clothing has faded, some fading to body, Good to Good Plus, with Fair box and stand (missing lid), 
11.5"/29cm. NB This doll was produced by 3M Doll Company from 1952 to 1964. Originally sold to gentleman in tobacconist 
shops in Germany. The Bild-Lilli doll was taken from a cartoon character in the German newspaper Bild-Zeitung. Intended for 
gentleman as a party gift, the doll was produced in 7.5" to 8" and 11", and it was thought she was modelled upon the actress 
Marlene Dietrich. Bild-Lilli was the inspiration for the No.1 Mattel Barbie doll after Ruth Handler visited Hamburg in 1956. She 
purchased 3 dolls: giving one to her daughter Barbie and the other two were shown to designers at Mattel, who then produced 
the first Barbie doll in 1959. This doll is rare in any condition. 

 £200 - £300 

553. German antique terrier, 1920-1930, amber and black replacement eyes, black vertically stitched nose, felt inner ears, 
seated, head turned slightly to the right, blonde mohair with cinnamon tip (thinning with some areas of balding), inoperative 
press squeaker, Fair Plus to Good, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £50 

554. Steiff Lully vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s / 1960s, EAN 7330, missing button, black and brown plastic eyes, short 
pile inset muzzle with open felt mouth, brown vertically stitched nose, swivel head, caramel mohair, cream mohair bib, apricot 
mohair paws and feet, Good to Good Plus, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

555. Steiff Original vintage teddy bear, German, 1960s / 1970s, missing button, caramel Dralon plush, brown and black 
plastic eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, inoperative tilt growler, stuffing has shifted in limbs and 
around neck, Good to Good Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

556. Steiff Original vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s, EAN 5318, missing button, caramel mohair, brown and black glass 
eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, brown claw stitching, felt foot pads, inoperative squeaker, some wear to 
mohair, Good to Good Plus, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £50 

557. Steiff Original vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s, EAN 5322, missing button, caramel mohair, brown and black glass 
eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, brown claw stitching, felt pads, inoperative squeaker, some wear to mohair, 
Good to Good Plus, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £40 - £60 

558. Steiff Jocko vintage chimpanzee, German, 1960s, missing button, brown mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, felt 
face, ears, hands and feet, fully jointed, holes to felt hands and feet (right hand is repaired), inoperative press squeaker,  Good 
to Good Plus, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £50 

559. Steiff vintage Basset hound, German, EAN 3312/00, 1961-63, brown and blonde mohair, missing button, with original 
collar, chest tag, swivel head, amber, black and white plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, seated, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £30 - £40 

560. Else Sturm vintage teddy bear baby's bottle warmer pouch, German, 1960s, white wool plush, amber and black plastic 
eyes, metal zipper to front, unjointed, Good, 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 
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561. Musical vintage teddy bear, 1950s/1960s, amber and black glass eyes, brown horizontally stitched nose, caramel 
mohair, unusual pull string mechanism within, unjointed, seated, felt pads (small hole to left paw), Good to Good Plus, 6"/15cm. 

 £25 - £35 

562. Diem vintage miniature cat, German, 1950s/1960s, pink and white mohair, clear glass eyes with black pupil and blue 
painted backs, red nose stitching, unjointed, felt pads, wear to mohair and balding in places, Fair Plus to Good, 5"/13cm. 

 £10 - £20 

563. Hermann vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s, cinnamon mohair, amber and black glass eyes, blonde inset muzzle and 
inner ears, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, replacement pads, mohair thinning and balding in places, inoperative 
growler, Fair Plus to Good, wearing red and white / blue and white polka dot shirt, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £50 

564. Berg (Switzerland) vintage teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, golden mohair, replacement glass eyes with black pupil and 
painted backs, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, new pads, mohair worn and balding overall, Fair Plus, 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 

565. Educa modern replica teddy bear, German, amber and black glass eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, 
felt pads, brown claw stitching, some wear to mohair, with areas of balding, Fair Plus to Good, 10"/26cm. 

 £20 - £30 

566. French vintage teddy bear, 1940s / 1950s, brown alpaca / wool plush mix, black boot button eyes, pink replacement 
nose stitching, fully jointed, remains of original pink claw stitching, inoperative voice box, plush worn overall, some areas are 
balding, Good, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

567. Antique blonde mohair teddy bear (possibly American), 1920s, black boot button eyes, horizontally stitched black nose, 
fully jointed, replacement pads, black claw stitching, inoperative growler, mohair worn overall, Good, 14"/35cm. 

 £60 - £80 

568. Hamiro (Czechoslovakia Soviet-era) vintage teddy bear, 1960s, beige synthetic Draylon long pile plush, replacement 
amber and black plastic eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, remains of felt pads (holed- and red ink to both feet), 
inoperative voice box, Good, 16"/41cm. 

 £20 - £30 

569. European (possibly German or French) antique teddy bear, 1920s / 1930s, brass mohair, replacement amber and 
black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, replacement pads, black claw stitching, inoperative growler, 
stuffing shifted within limbs, mohair worn overall with areas of balding, Fair Plus to Good, 18"/46cm. 

 £50 - £70 

570. Hamiro (Czechoslovakia Soviet-era) vintage teddy bear, 1950s, cinnamon artificial silk plush, clear glass eyes with 
black pupils and remains of painted backs (both with hairline cracks), black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads (one 
is a replacement), plush worn overall, Good, 13"/33cm. 

 £20 - £30 
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571. Pyjama case vintage dog, 1950s, black mohair, clear glass eyes with black pupil and remains of brown painted backs, 
black stitched nose, felt tongue, with Lightning metal zip, faded with areas of balding, Fair Plus to Good, 18"/49cm long; 
together with vintage teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, pale brown and cream plush, clear glass eyes with black pupils and painted 
backs, black nose stitching, unjointed, black claw stitching, 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £10 - £20 

572. Scratchbuilt wooden gypsy caravan, twin axle, wooden spoked wheels, colourfully decorated, contents include family of 
hard plastic and cloth dolls, some light damage to wooden shafts (requires fixing), otherwise Good to Good Plus, 13"/33cm long 
and 15"/38cm tall. 

 £20 - £40 

573. Collection of bric-a-brac, including: fans; patchwork tea cosy; clutch bag; purses; miniature parasols; pomanders; 
vintage beaded doily; boxes; scent bottle; beadwork; nightdress and handkerchief cases, etc; photo frames, etc; Good to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

574. Modern bisque dolls x three, includes Franklin Mint Gibson Girl Bride, Bridesmaid, etc; largest 22"/56cm and smallest 
12"/30cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £15 - £25 

575. Merrythought golly, LE 4/250, signed on the heels by Oliver Holmes and Jacqueline Revitt, missing swing label 
certificate, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £15 - £25 

576. Celluloid antique / vintage dolls x six, includes: Peticolin (France); Made in Japan x 2; Techplast (Czechoslovakia); 
Societe Industrielle de Celluloid Neumann & Marx (France); Turtle Mark (Germany); largest 20"/51cm and smallest 11"/28cm; 
Fair Plus to Excellent; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

577. Collection of vintage composition and vinyl dolls x eight, includes: Rosebud large vinyl baby, 24"/61cm; composition 
baby, with cloth body and lower composition limbs, 25"/64cm; black vinyl, 12"/30cm; black composition baby, 14.5"/37cm; 
composition shoulder heads x three, cloth bodies, 15"/38cm; Pedigree hard plastic walking doll, 15"/38cm; plus others; Fair Plus 
to Good; (8). 

 £30 - £40 

578. Collection of five vintage composition dolls, includes: Dream World Dolls (USA), 1940s; largest 14"/36cm and smallest 
11.5"/29cm; shoulder head doll, with cloth body, boxed; shoulder head, with cloth body; composition with jointed limbs; 
composition with cloth body; some have original clothing; Fair Plus to Excellent; (5). 

 £30 - £50 

579. Antique bisque dolls x four and one composition: (1) Armand Marseille 390, German, c 1926, fixed blue eyes, auburn 
wig, five piece composition body, 8.25"/21cm; (2) Walther & Sohn 200, c 1922, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig, 
five piece composition body, dressed in Scottish Highland outfit, 8"/20cm; (3) & (4) Nippon Kewpie all bisque dolls, jointed at 
shoulder, 5.75"/14.5cm; (5) composition shoulder head doll, painted features, blonde wig, cloth body, composition lower limbs, 
11"/28cm; (5). 

 £40 - £60 

580. Wax over composition shoulder head antique doll, fixed blue eyes, cloth body with composition lower limbs, cracks to 
face and repairs to shoulders (I am uncertain regarding the extent of the damage as the shoulders are mended with tape), 
18.5"/47cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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581. Flair Sylvanian Families Village School, Wedding Chapel and Primrose Nursery, all are unchecked for completeness 
Fair to Good, within Fair Plus to Good Plus boxes; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

582. Tomy Sylvanian Families figures x fifteen, Near Mint to Mint, boxed, within Good to Excellent packaging; (15). 

 £30 - £50 

583. Chad Valley Chiltern vintage golly, 1967, with original swing label, in original Good plastic bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

584. Chad Valley Chiltern vintage golly, 1967, with original swing label, in original Good plastic bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

585. Pedigree The Wombles, pair of vintage Uncle Bulgaria and Orinoco figures, 1973, Near Mint to Mint, in original Good 
plastic bags, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

586. Pedigree The Wombles, pair of vintage Uncle Bulgaria and Orinoco figures, 1973, Near Mint to Mint, in original Good 
plastic bags, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

587. Pedigree The Wombles, pair of vintage Uncle Bulgaria and Orinoco figures, 1973, Near Mint to Mint, in original Good 
plastic bags, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

588. Pedigree The Wombles, pair of vintage Uncle Bulgaria and Wellington figures, 1973, Near Mint to Mint, in original 
Good plastic bags, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

589. Pedigree The Wombles, pair of vintage Orinoco and Wellington figures, 1973, Near Mint to Mint, in original Good 
plastic bags, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

590. Collection of vintage doll's clothing and dolls, etc: (1) & (2) Flair Toys Ltd Mary Quant for Bubble and Squeak The 
Quant Kids outfits- Puddles #45213 and Sailor Suit #45211, boxed; (3) Hornby Hobbies The Original Flower Fairies Christmas 
Fairy, boxed; (4) - (9) Hong Kong plastic baby dolls, 3"/8cm; (10) quantity of miniature vinyl babies; (11) Dam Things Troll, 
dressed as guardsman, 8"/20cm; Fair Plus to Excellent; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

591. Mattel Bluebird Polly Pocket miniature plastic figures, includes Disney Winnie the Pooh characters x six, plus other 
figures and animals, etc; Wade; Cardew Design tiny teapot, boxed; various miniature plastic Hunt figures (bagged); Britains 
Knight's Castle Make-Up card model; Shackman Busby soldier card Ornaments, plus small selection of Robert Opie recent 
issue postcards; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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592. Assorted vintage toys and novelties: (1) & (2) HCF (London) Basil Brush egg cup, boxed; (3) Enid Blyton's Big Ears 
Eggcup, boxed; (4) Brio 1884-1974 Osby-hasten wooden horse on wheels, within original plastic packaging, with header card; 
(5) Kohner Bros Marvin the Monkey push button Pop Pal; (6) Alps (Japan) hard plastic cat clockwork novelty; Fair to Excellent; 
(6). 

 £30 - £40 

593. Disney toys, some vintage, includes: (1) & (2) Walt Disney Productions Goofy hard plastic figures x two, 8.5"/22cm; (3) 
Tomy Mickey Mouse hard plastic clockwork figure; (4) Lesney Matchbox Disney Series No 7 Pinocchio; (5) & (6) Aristocats pair 
of large rubber squeakers (rubber has hardened / lost its nature); (7) wooden Pinocchio figure; Fair to Excellent; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

594. Collection of vintage clockwork tinplate and plastic novelty toys, etc: (1) Minelon (Japan) Mechanical Merry-Go-Round, 
boxed; (2) Single Bar Exercise (China), clockwork, boxed; (3) Swimming Duck MS 042, clockwork, boxed; (4) Jumping Frog MS 
002, boxed; (5) hard plastic robot, clockwork; (6) Training Plane, clockwork; (7) & (8) Toy Hero (Japan) ladybird and frog 
clockwork toys; quantity of keys; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

595. Assorted vintage toys and novelties: (1) Casdon Jumbo Telephone Money Box, a hard plastic exact replica of a GPO 
handset, boxed; (2) Reuge When Irish Eyes Are Smiling Crofter's cottage wooden musical box, clockwork movement, operated 
by opening roof, 6"/15cm tall; (3) Holly Hobby Playhouse; (4) MIE porcelain bath; (5) & (6) Chad Valley and another tinplate 
pail; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

596. Modern folk art wooden rocking horse, amber and black glass eyes, open mouth, moulded mane, black sisal tail, 
leather saddle, on bow rockers, aged to resemble a vintage piece, tip of right ear chipped, otherwise Good to Good Plus, 
24"/61cm tall and 33"/84cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

597. Modern wicker pushchair, suitable for a doll or teddy bear, metal spoked wheels and chassis, wooden and wicker body, 
painted in folk art style, some slight damage to wicker, otherwise Good Plus, 29"/74cm tall. 

 £20 - £30 

598. Antique wooden doll's pram, finished in cream with black coach lines, metal spoked wheel and sprung chassis, wicker 
body, pale brown hood and upholstery, some splits to the hood, displays well, Good to Good Plus, 32"/81cm tall. 

 £40 - £60 

599. Modern folk art style wooden rocking horse, Good Plus, 17"/43cm tall. 

 £30 - £40 

600. Modern wooden horse velocipede tricycle, amber and black glass eyes, moulded mane and horse hair tail, three metal 
spoked wheels and cast base, leather saddle, made in the style of an old piece, suitable for displaying dolls or teddy bears, 
Good Plus to Excellent, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £30 - £40 

601. Modern bisque dolls: (1) Reproduction Armand Marseille doll, composition and wood ball jointed body, good quality, 
well dressed, 30"/76cm; (2) Bisque doll, artist designed by Victoria Shortle, cloth body and bisque lower limbs, 24"/61cm; (3) & 
(4) pair of bisque dolls, both have damage to their heads, (5) Cute & Cuddlies plush rabbit; (6) - (8) three large doll stands; Poor 
to Excellent; (8). 

 £10 - £30 
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602. Hertel Schwab bisque character baby, German, c1912, impressed 152 5, weighted blue eyes, open mouth with 
moulded tongue, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb body, wearing crocheted outfit, big toe missing from right foot , 
14.5"/37cm. 

 £60 - £80 

603. Collection of dolls, toys and novelties, mainly vintage, includes miniatures: (1) Paradise Dolls (Foreign), boxed set of 
five composition baby dolls, painted features, jointed limbs, each wearing different coloured Rayon dress (faded), 3.5"/9cm, 
within original box- illustrated label to lid); (2) Steiff Mini-Porzellan-Set Art No 8601/06, boxed; (3) Glaxo Teat & Valve for Glaxo 
Feeder, boxed; (4) Suba-Seal The Natural Mini-Feeder with teat and brush, boxed; (5) Tomy Disney Mickey Mouse hard plastic 
wind-up figure; (6) Mickey & Minnie Mouse (Taiwan) porcelain figures; (7) three celluloid babies / Kewpies; (8) Paradise Doll 
(Foreign), boxed set of three black baby dolls, 3.5"/9cm, within original box- illustration to lid; (9) Tomy Disney Donald Duck 
hard plastic wind-up figure; (10) Tomy Disney Pluto hard plastic wind-up figure; (11) crawling baby (China) hard plastic wind-up 
figure; (12) Wade ceramic tortoise; (13) Doll's house cast Hoover; (14) celluloid black baby, painted features and hair, jointed 
limbs, 5"/13cm; (15) Kewpie black hard plastic, 3.5"/9cm; (16) Fast Food Premiums; (17) Superman pencil topper; (18) Starlux 
civilian figures x 2; (19) three miniature vinyl dolls and a pram; (20) Newton & Ridley (Coronation Street) beer mats; (21) Page 
miniature paint box; (22) doll's house lead bath; (23) Parkville Imports Trouble Dolls; (24) modern bisque miniature baby doll 
within wicker pram; (25) 24 tins of food for the dolls house, boxed; Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

604. Action Man, Barbie, and Sindy, some vintage: (1) Palitoy Action Man Atomic Man, incomplete, Poor Plus; (2) - (4) 
Hasbro Action Man modern issue, Good; (5) Mattel Barbie Dream Store Make-Up department, unchecked, Good; (6) Mattel 
Barbie Star Cycle, boxed, unchecked, Good; (7) - (10) Pedigree Sindy four vintage dolls heads ONLY- NO BODIES, Good; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

605. Mattel Capucine Silkstone Barbie doll, 2002, from the Fashion Model Collection, B0146, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint 
packaging, with outer trade carton. 

 £60 - £90 

606. Mattel Barbie Happy Holidays dolls: (1) 1994, #13545; (2) 1997, #17832; (3) Millennium Princess, #24154; (4) Hallmark 
Keepsake 1998 #20200; (5) Hallmark Keepsake 1998 #20201; Mint, within Good Plus to Near Mint packaging; (5). 

 £40 - £60 

607. Mattel Barbie and Hasbro Sindy dolls: (1) Barbie Rapunzel, #17646; (2) Barbie Princess Bride, #28251; (3) Barbie Pink 
Label Festivals of the World Irish Dance, #K7920; (4) Barbie Swan Lake Odette, #B2766; (5) Vivid Imaginations Sindy Princess 
Mermaid, #26890; (6) Sindy Greek version, #SI 18626; (7) Vivid Imaginations Sindy Virgin Atlantic Cabin Crew, #26835; Mint, 
within Excellent to Near Mint packaging; (7). 

 £40 - £60 

608. Mattel Barbie and Disney Princess dolls: (1) Mattel Barbie Toy Story 2 Tour Guide, #24015; (2) Collectible Edition 25 
Years of Grease Sandy, #B2510; (3) Collector Edition Scuderia Ferrari Barbie, #25636; (4) Scooby Doo Daphne, #55887; (5) 
Vivid Imaginations Disney Princess Snow White, Item SI44012; (6) Disney Store The Little Mermaid outfit; Mint,  within Good 
Plus to Near Mint packaging; (6). 

 £30 - £50 

609. Mattel Barbie dolls x six: (1) Avon Exclusive Winter Splendour, #19357; (2) Avon Exclusive Timeless Silhouette, 
#29050; (3) Barbie Hearts! Hearts! Hearts!, #28360; (4) Avon Exclusive Victorian Ice Skater, #27431; (5) Collector Edition Peter 
Rabbit 100 Year Celebration, #52872; (6) Coca-Cola Party Barbie, #22964; Mint, within Good Plus to Near Mint packaging; (6). 

 £30 - £50 
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610. Alberon modern bisque dolls, all are boxed: (1) Nanette, 26"/66cm; (2) Fleur, 22"/56cm; (3) Sophie, 20"/51cm; (4) 
Colette, 19"/48cm; (5) Samantha, 17"/43cm; (6) Gemma, 16"/41cm; (7) Nicky, 14"/33cm; (8) - (14) seven small bisque dolls, 
largest and smallest 6.5"/17cm; Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent boxes (some with tags, certificates, etc); 
(14). 

 £5 - £15 

611. House of Fraser large plush year bears- 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003; House of Fraser small plush 
2002 year bear; Ralph Lauren Polo 1998 bear; House of Fraser large blonde bear; Year 2000 Millennium Bear; some with 
swing labels, Good to Near Mint; (12). 

 £15 - £30 

612. Collection of TY Beanie Babies, Play-By-Play Enid Blyton Noddy, Disney Store Winnie the Pooh, Andrex Puppy; etc; 
Excellent to Mint; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

613. Three vintage teddy bears: (1) Early British golden mohair bear, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched 
nose, threadbare and repaired in places, 24"/61cm; (2) German Zotty type bear, golden wool plush, 8"/20cm; (3) British 1950s 
wool plush bear, 13"/33cm; Poor to Good, some moth damage, would benefit from cleaning; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

614. Collection of children's and doll's clothing, books, etc: Ruth Treffeissen dress, hats, baby clothing, dresses, bedding, 
oddments, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

The Frankie Artist Bear Collection by Frances Armstrong 

615. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears, medium-sized x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various 
shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
7"/18cm and smallest 5.5"/14cm; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

616. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears, medium-sized x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various 
shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
7"/18cm and smallest 5.5"/14cm; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

617. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears, medium-sized x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 8"/20cm and smallest 6.5"/17cm; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

618. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears, medium-sized x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 8"/20cm and smallest 5.5"/"/14cm; (5). 

 £40 - £50 
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619. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears, medium-sized x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 8"/20cm and smallest 7"/18cm; (5). 

 £50 - £60 

620. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic and glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 20"/51cm and 
smallest 8"/20cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

621. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 20"/51cm and smallest 
8"/20cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

622. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 20"/51cm and smallest 
17.5"/44cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

623. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 18"/46cm and smallest 
17"/43cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

624. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, cinnamon bear has slight damage to pads otherwise 
Good Plus to Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 17"/43cm and smallest 16"/41cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

625. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 21"/53cm and smallest 
16"/41cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

626. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 19"/48cm and smallest 
15"/38cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

627. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, larger 19"/48cm and smaller 
7.5"/19cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

628. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, larger 18"/48cm and smaller 
7.5"/19cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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629. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic and glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, larger 18"/48cm and 
smaller 7.5"/19cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

630. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x four, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 10"/25cm and smallest 
8.5"/22cm; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

631. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x four, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 19"/48cm and smallest 
9"/23cm; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

632. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 15"/38cm and smallest 
14"/36cm; (3). 

 £50 - £60 

633. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two and a panda bear, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with plastic and glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 14"/36cm and smallest 8"/20cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

634. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 18"/46cm and smallest 
13"/33cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

635. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 21"/53cm and smallest 
9.5"/24cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

636. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 13"/33cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

637. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 15"/38cm and smallest 
12"/30cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

638. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 16"/38cm and smallest 
10"/25cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 
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639. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 17"/43cm and smallest 
9.5"/24cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

640. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, larger 20"/51cm and smaller 
10"/26cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

641. Frankie Bears artist designed white mohair teddy, by Frances Armstrong, OOAK, with brown and black plastic eyes, 
stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £25 - £35 

642. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x two, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 16"/41cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

643. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, 
with plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 17"/43cm and smallest 
15.5"/39cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

644. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears pair, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, larger 18"/46cm and smaller 
14"/36cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

645. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 16"/41cm and smallest 
14"/36cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

646. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 16"/41cm and smallest 
13"/33cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

647. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 4.25"/11cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 

648. Frankie Bears artist designed plush and mohair miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and stitched eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 3.5"/9cm and smallest 2.25"/5.5cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 
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649. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 4"/10cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 

650. Frankie Bears artist designed plush miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various 
shades, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 3.5"/9cm and 
smallest 2.25"/5.5cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 

651. Frankie Bears artist designed plush and mohair miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
3.5"/9cm and smallest 2.25"/5.5cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 

652. Frankie Bears artist designed plush and mohair miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 4"/10cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (6). 

 £35 - £45 

653. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various 
shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
5"/13cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

654. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 5"/13cm 
and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

655. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 5"/13cm and smallest 4.5"/11.5cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

656. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 5"/13cm and smallest 4"/10cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

657. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
largest 5.5"/14cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

658. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various 
shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, four are string jointed and one is fully jointed, with swing labels, 
Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 5.5"/14cm and smallest 5"/13cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 
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659. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, four are fully jointed and two are string jointed, with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 6.5"/16cm and smallest 5"/13cm; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

660. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x six, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, two are fully jointed and four are string jointed, with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 6"/15cm and smallest 5"/13cm; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

661. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, four are string jointed and one is fully jointed, with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 6.5"/16cm and smallest 5"/13cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

662. Frankie Bears artist designed mohair and plush miniature teddy bears x five, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in 
various shades, with glass and plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, three are string jointed and two fully jointed, with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 6.5"/16cm and smallest 2.5"/6cm; (5). 

 £35 - £45 

663. Frankie Bears artist designed miniature teddy bears and others x ten, including by Frances Armstrong, in various 
shades, using miniature bear plush fabrics, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
3.25"/8cm and smallest 1.25"/3cm; (10). 

 £30 - £40 

664. Frankie Bears artist designed miniature teddy bears and others x seven, including by Frances Armstrong and 
Dreamtime by Sue Woodhouse, in various shades, using miniature bear plush fabrics, with glass eyes, stitched nose and 
mouth, string jointed, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 4"/10cm and smallest 1.25"/3cm; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

665. Frankie Bears artist designed miniature teddy bears and others x nine, including by Frances Armstrong, in various 
shades, using miniature bear plush fabrics, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
4"/10cm and smallest 1.5"/4cm; (9). 

 £30 - £40 

666. Collection of miniature teddy bears x ten, professionally made, including Emily Farmer kit-made Bear with Bunny 
Slippers (plus copy of Teddy Bear & Friends June 1996 magazine, with image of the bear), and The Bear Garden Catalogue 
Summer 2010, Teddy Bear Club International magazine March 2005; Good to Mint; largest 3"/8cm and smallest 1.75"/4.5cm; 
(13). 

 £30 - £40 

667. Frankie Bears artist designed miniature teddy bears and others x ten, including by Frances Armstrong, in various 
shades, using miniature bear plush fabrics, with glass eyes, stitched nose and mouth, string jointed, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 
3.5"/9cm and smallest 2.5"/6cm; (10). 

 £30 - £40 

668. Collection of fourteen miniature teddy bears, including Shanghai Mini Craft (China), mainly made from miniature bear 
type plush fabrics (one is mohair), largest 4"/10cm and smallest 2.25"/6cm; Excellent to Mint; (14). 

 £5 - £15 
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669. World of Miniatures x four teddy bears, one mohair and three plush, Excellent to Near Mint; smallest 2.25"/6cm and 
largest 3"/8cm; (4). 

 £10 - £20 

670. Hermann Teddy Original six x miniature plush teddy bears, Excellent to Near Mint, smallest 2"/5cm and largest 
2.5"/6.5cm; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

671. Collection of miniature teddy bears x five, artist designed and professionally made, using mohair and miniature bear 
plush fabrics, each has glass eyes, fully jointed; Excellent to Near Mint; largest 4.25"/11cm and smallest 2.5"/6.5cm; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

672. Collection of miniature pipe cleaner teddy bears x six, artist designed and professionally made, each has glass eyes, 
two with button bases; Excellent to Near Mint; largest 2"/5cm and smallest 1"/2.5cm (dimensions relate to the height of the 
bears); (6). 

 £15 - £25 

673. Miniature teddy bears x three, artist designed and professionally made, each has glass eyes, two are fully jointed; 
Excellent to Near Mint; largest 3.25"/8cm and smallest 2"/5cm; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

674. Boyds Signature Collection black and golden plush bear, seated, by Tami Armacost 13"/33cm; plus Teddy Hermann 
plush dog, 12"/30cm long; Excellent; (2). 

 £10 - £20 

675. Charlie Bears Andrew, CB 173521B, 2007, LE 1240, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, named after the owner of 
the Bear Garden in Guildford, Surrey, golden plush, with swing labels (slight fading), Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

676. Collection of chairs, suitable for dolls and teddy bears: (1) - (7) Wicker chairs, tallest 16.5"/42cm and smallest 
9.5"/24cm; (8) & (9) two wooden chairs, 11.5"/29cm and 7"/18cm; Excellent to Mint; (9). 

 £5 - £15 

677. Collection of crafting and bear making items: selection of ribbons (many are on reels and vary in width); 3 x pairs of 
spectacles; reel of metallic braid; 4 x miniature teddy bear books; quantity of plastic eyes suitable for miniatures; small number 
of larger plastic eyes; miniature jingle bells and pom-poms; Twilley's Stalite No 3 cotton in dark brown; bag of plastic pellets 
(fillings); bag of Tendertouch elastomer rubber granules; two reels of Parrot Mark No 555 twine; mainly unused- Mint; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

678. Collection of patterns for bear making and other animals, includes: Butterick vintage Care Bear Cousins Loyal Heart 
Dog #3371 pattern (appears uncut/unused and has three pages of instructions); Butterick #429 Mother & Baby Panda; Style 
#2131 Mother 'Roo and Baby Joey; Mossie Bears (South Africa) Nikita polar cub, Sleepy Sam, Hobie, Back-to-Basics Bear; Me 
and My Ted; Stuffit Molly jointed bear; Oakley Fabrics Zulu and Roydon; plus many more; all are unchecked for completeness; 
Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

679. Assortment of mini bear making fabrics (also suitable for crafting, etc) includes: cashmere, short pile velvet, miniature 
bear velvet, suedette, upholstery velvet, etc; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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680. Small pieces of short pile (approximately 4mm) mohair, including white, fawn, black, peach, apricot and cream. Also 
semi-sparse pile honey on darker backing. (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

681. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

682. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

683. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

684. Synthetic fibre fur fabric off-cuts, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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